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Abstract
Scaling of process technologies to deep sub-micron dimensions has made power man-
agement a significant concern for circuit designers. For emerging low power applica-
tions such as distributed micro-sensor networks or medical applications, low energy
operation is the primary concern instead of speed, with the eventual goal of harvesting
energy from the environment. Sub-threshold operation offers a promising solution for
ultra-low-energy applications because it often achieves the minimum energy per oper-
ation. While initial explorations into sub-threshold circuits demonstrate its promise,
sub-threshold circuit design remains in its infancy.
This thesis makes several contributions that make sub-threshold design more ac-
cessible to circuit designers. First, a model for energy consumption in sub-threshold
provides an analytical solution for the optimum VDD to minimize energy. Fitting
this model to a generic circuit allows easy estimation of the impact of processing
and environmental parameters on the minimum energy point. Second, analysis of
device sizing for sub-threshold circuits shows the trade-offs between sizing for min-
imum energy and for minimum voltage operation. A programmable FIR filter test
chip fabricated in 0.18pm bulk CMOS provides measurements to confirm the model
and the sizing analysis. Third, a low-overhead method for integrating sub-threshold
operation with high performance applications extends dynamic voltage scaling across
orders of magnitude of frequency and provides energy scalability down to the mini-
mum energy point. A 90nm bulk CMOS test chip confirms the range of operation for
ultra-dynamic voltage scaling. Finally, sub-threshold operation is extended to mem-
ories. Analysis of traditional SRAM bitcells and architectures leads to development
of a new bitcell for robust sub-threshold SRAM operation. The sub-threshold SRAM
is analyzed experimentally in a 65nm bulk CMOS test chip.
Thesis Supervisor: Anantha P. Chandrakasan
Title: Professor, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Problem Statement
The Integrated Circuits (ICs) world is accustomed at this point to following Moore's
Law. Gordon Moore first posed his famous relation in 1965 when he observed an
annual doubling of the number of transistors on a die [131. Since that time, the IC
industry has maintained the astounding exponential trends that Moore first observed
by continuing to scale process technologies. As Moore joked in his 2003 keynote
address to the IEEE International Solid-State Circuits Conference, "Moore's Law"
now commonly refers to any set of data that, when plotted on a semilog plot, yields
a straight line. His talk showed the benefits of scaling according to Moore's Law.
Semiconductor revenue and transistors shipped per year have increased exponentially
as the average price per transistor has dropped off exponentially with the minimum
feature size. An additional benefit of this scaling is the increased performance of
circuits, as Mvloore demonstrated by plotting MIPS versus years; sure enough, they
increase exponentially. As Moore points out, however, no exponential can continue
forever. In fact, process scaling has produced a number of problems that threaten
to stop these exponential trends. Perhaps most notably, both the active and leakage
power of processors are increasing exponentially as scaling continues [14].
As each new technology rolls out of the fab, it offers smaller transistors. The
traditional goal is to reduce the minimum feature size by 30% with each new tech-
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nology. This scaling theoretically will allow gate delays to decrease by 30% and area
to lower by 50%. Likewise, active power should decrease for a given circuit by 30%
to 65% due to smaller transistors and lower supply voltage [15]. These gains sound
straight-forward., but in reality, technology scaling has become an extremely com-
plicated process. For example, shorter transistors with thinner gate oxide require a
lower supply voltage to avoid wear-out. Lowering VDD too much prevents the desired
decrease in delay, so the device threshold voltage, Vr, must also decrease. Lowering
VT leads to the exponential increase in sub-threshold leakage current, which increases
leakage power and affects circuits like dynamic gates and memories [15]. These types
of trade-offs ultimately mean that the problems facing process and circuit engineers
become more complicated with each generation. Additionally, rather than simply
porting old designs, chip designers take advantage of smaller devices to throw more
transistors at their designs so that, for example, overall microprocessor energy in-
creases with time and now measures over 100W [14]. Furthermore, leakage power
contributes a sizeable percentage of total power [16].
High- performance applications such as microprocessors face a crop of issues related
to increased power consumption. These include temperature management, heat re-
moval, power supply networks, power density, reliability, etc. Furthermore, although
it previously provided the dominant metric for almost all designs, speed is not the
ultimate metric for all modern applications. Instead, a broad class of applications
are emerging for which power and more specifically energy is a fundamental problem.
These low power applications do not require the blazing performance of high end pro-
cessors. Low power applications include portable devices such as cell phones, Personal
Digital Assistant (PDA)s, and cameras. For this class of' applications, lower perfor-
mance requirements coupled with the need for portability demand the introduction
of more stringent power constraints. Other emerging applications such as distributed
sensor networks or medical applications have low energy operation as the primary
concern instead of performance. These applications must maintain long system life-
times with severely constrained energy resources. Thus, the most critical metric for
a, successful system is energy per operation.
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All of this attention on power consumption in circuit design has motivated a signif-
icant investigation of the optimum design for minimizing energy or power. Although
most of this work assumes a performance constraint, examination of voltage scaling
has shown that true minimum energy operation usually occurs in the sub-threshold
region (VDD < VT) [17][18]. While initial explorations into sub-threshold circuits
demonstrate its promise, sub-threshold circuit design is not a well-developed field. A
more complete understanding of how the minimum energy solution changes in dif-
ferent scenarios will make sub-threshold design more attractive for generic systems.
Also, since many systems cannot operate exclusively in sub-threshold, it is important
to explore ways to couple sub-threshold operation with higher performance modes. Fi-
nally, previous work with sub-threshold circuits has focused on combinational logic.
Full sub-threshold systems are not possible without memories that function in the
sub-threshold region.
This thesis focuses on extending the state-of-the-art for sub-threshold design of
digital circuits by addressing these issues. The remainder of this chapter introduces
micro-sensor networks as an example application class that fits well with sub-threshold
circuits, points out previous work on digital sub-threshold circuits, describes the basics
of digital operation in sub-threshold, and lists the contributions of this thesis.
1.2 Micro-sensor Networks and Nodes
Since the optimum supply voltage for minimizing total digital energy often occurs in
sub-threshold, severely energy-constrained applications can benefit from this circuit
design approach. Micro-sensor networks and the micro-sensor nodes that comprise
them are one energy-constrained class of systems that provide a compelling driver
for sub-threshold circuit operation primarily because the most critical limitation for
micro-sensor node cost and volume is energy [19]. A micro-sensor node refers to
physical hardware that provides sensing, computation, and communication function-
ality. A wireless micro-sensor network consists of tens to thousands of distributed
nodes that sense and process data and relay it to the end-user. In the context of sen-
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sor networks, the sensor node usually is further defined to have a small form factor
and an energy-constraint that is often the node's primary limitation. Typically, this
constraint is imposed by the capacity of the node's battery. For this reason, most
micro-sensor nodes duty cycle, or shutdown unused components whenever possible.
Although duty cycling helps to extend sensor network lifetimes, it does not remove
the energy constraint placed by the battery.
This section describes the basic concepts related to micro-sensor nodes, focusing
on the applications for which they are designed and the subsequent requirements for
energy consumption. The breadth of applications and the energy-constrained nature
of micro-sensor networks points to the need for circuits that consume minimal energy
and, in some cases, that can scale in performance from ultra-low levels to top-speed
operation.
The fervor of research related to micro-sensor networks in recent years attests
to the variety of interesting problems faced in actually implementing and using the
networks. In addition to the academic value of micro-sensor networks, there are
numerous real and proposed applications for putting them to use. The following
section gives a look at some of the many potential applications for micro-sensor nodes.
1.2.1 Micro-sensor Applications
Proposed applications for micro-sensor networks often seem to be as numerous as the
nodes in a network. This section describes some promising areas of application for
micro-sensor networks to show that their requirements fit well with the strengths of
sub-threshold circuits. The applications we mention are by no mean comprehensive.
Habitat Monitoring
Habitat monitoring involves long-term data collection from a natural environment,
primarily for scientific study [20]. A key constraint for this application is that the
solution be unobtrusive. If the process of data collection regularly disrupts the envi-
ronment under observation, then it inherently changes the validity of the data itself.
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Additionally, direct human disturbance can disrupt fragile animals or habitats and,
even if unintentionally, can be destructive. Micro-sensor networks offer a compelling
solution to this problem. If micro-sensors have a small enough form factor, they can
exist in a natural environment without causing as much disruption as direct human
observation (think guy in a tree with binoculars). Also, the potential for a high
node density covering a large area translates to large scale data collection with high
resolution. Clearly, to satisfy the requirement for unobtrusiveness, the nodes must
have long lifetimes to avoid the need for re-insertion of the network. This translates
directly to the need for minimizing energy per operation.
Micro-sensor networks have been employed successfully for habitat monitoring
already. For example, a micro-sensor network on Great Duck Island in Maine monitors
the nesting behavior of seabirds (the Leach's Storm Petrel) [21]. Specifically, the
nodes collect data on the nesting environment, such as temperature, humidity, etc.
Also, temperature data from inside the nests accounts for the comings and goings of
the birds themselves, since the bird's body heat registers with the sensor node. The
network must last for the duration of the nesting season (months) so that researchers
never have to physically visit the island during that time. Thus, the energy constraint
is the most important concern for this network. Furthermore, [21] proposes that
compressing data on the nodes prior to communicating data can save energy overall.
This points to the need more specifically for low energy digital computation.
The PODS project at the University of Hawaii gives another example of micro-
sensor network for habitat monitoring. This network monitors the habitats of en-
dangered species of plants [22]. In addition to measuring environmental parameters,
the micro-sensor nodes collect, process, and send high-resolution image data. Since
these plants are very fragile, the micro-sensors allow scientists to collect data without
regularly visiting the site.
Environment Observation and Forecasting System (EOFS)
Environment Observation and Forecasting Systems (EOFSs) are similar to habitat
monitoring, but they cover a much larger geographic area. These proposed systems
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collect data that can be post-processed to produce models and ultimately to forecast
certain phenomena such as weather, flooding, or pollution along beaches.
One early implementation of an EOFS systems called CORIE monitors data from
the lower Columbia River in Oregon [23]. Based on information gathered at different
stations, the project predicts complicated circulation and mixing processes at the
river's mouth. These results have implications for the habitats of local wildlife as well
as for hydropower management. The initial implementation uses a relatively small
number of fixed sensoring points. This type of research provides an ideal scenario
for micro-sensor networks, which could extend the resolution and quality of acquired
data. Also, the broad geographic distribution of the sensors makes energy efficiency
important to avoid the cost of replacing all of the nodes.
The Automated Local Evaluation in Real-Time (ALERT) is a second example of
an EOFS [241. The National Weather Service implemented this system in the 1970's
to monitor for potential flooding [24]. The current implementation uses a variety of
different hardware. Again, this type of system would be streamlined by the use of a
micro-sensor network.
Health
There are many opportunities in the category of health to use micro-sensor networks.
Since many of these applications involve direct contact of the micro-sensor nodes with
human patients, either implanted or external, the micro-sensor nodes must be very
safe and reliable. For certain implantable nodes, additional constraints may apply,
such as a limit on the amount of heat that can be dissipated due to power consumption
(e.g. in the eye). Also, the energy constraint becomes very important especially for
implantable nodes, because replacing a node or its battery requires surgery.
One example of an implantable micro-sensor network is an array of micro-sensors
used as an artificial retina [25]. The package containing this array rests on the retina of
the patient and stimulates the retina using electrical signals that physically contact
the retina through micro bumps. As this type of technology progresses, it could
conceivably help blind people to sense light with enough resolution to 'see'.
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Another potential application is for glucose monitoring [25]. Implantable sensors
could detect the glucose levels in the blood of a diabetic patient. This allows the
patient to forgo daily finger pricks and provides earlier notification when insulin is
needed. Other example applications for medical sensors include monitoring organs
that are awaiting transplant, early detection of cancer cells via implantable sensors,
and general health monitors (heart rate, blood pressure, temperature, etc.) [25].
There certainly are other opportunities to extend the lifetime of implantable med-
ical devices (e.g. pacemakers, cochlear implants) using sub-threshold operation, but
these devices are not micro-sensors.
Structural Monitoring
Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) has the goal of identifying damage in large
structures [26]. A great variety of techniques fall into this category, and sensor arrays
play a big part. For example, an array of sensors crafted into an optic fiber is used
to monitor bridges in [27]. Likewise, sensor arrays (although not necessarily wireless
arrays) are under investigation for deployment in vehicles such as aircraft [28] for
monitoring structural integrity. Most SHM analysis is based on detecting the response
of the structure to either ambient or applied vibrations. Wireless micro-sensors are
well-suited to SHM, because they add flexibility to sensor placement and avoid the
cost of running wires to numerous sensors [26]. Micro-sensor networks in this scenario
also add fault tolerance and increase the rate of detection relative to other systems
[29].
Other Applications
The examples of micro-sensor applications in the preceeding sections only give a
glimpse of the many possibilities. Other examples include sensors in tires to mon-
itor tire pressure and networks distributed through automotive exhaust system for
emission mneasurement [25]. The military is interested in wireless micro-sensors for
target tracking on the battlefield and for early biological and chemical weapons de-
tection. Micro-sensor networks in cities can monitor traffic density, and networks in
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buildings can oversee climate control. Even Hollywood is getting excited; embedding
micro-sensors in a scene during filming allows easy post-processing for synchroniz-
ing special effects and computer generated characters with the video (30]. Numerous
other applications are also under investigation or being iniagined [31][32].
Conservation and efficient use of energy is a key requirement for micro-sensor
nodes in all of the applications that we have described. This problem must be ad-
dressed in all modes of operation. Since sub-threshold circuits can ininimize energy
per operation, they are an ideal choice for implementing micro-sensor nodes.
1.2.2 Micro-sensor Nodes
Over the last decade, several academic and industrial research groups have been ac-
tively designing wireless micro-sensor nodes. Most of these nodes contain sensing
capability, processing or computational capability, and structures for wireless com-
munication. Micro-sensor nodes (for low end applications) use special architectures
(e.g. [33][34]). Many algorithms are developed specifically for micro-sensor nodes
(e.g. distributed local algorithms [32]).
Examples of micro-sensor nodes include the Wireless Integrated Network Sensors
(WINS) at UCLA [19], Crossbow Technology's Mica2 sensor node [35], the Telos mote
[36], UC Berkeley's Smartdust [37], and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology's
pAMPS node [38].
The earlier implementations of many of these nodes used commercial, off-the-
shelf (COTS) components. Now many of the nodes use custom ICs that are tailored
to the micro-sensor application space. As the nodes become more specialized, sub-
threshold circuit design can make a significant impact on reducing overall power
consumption in the nodes, where processor [351 power can be 50% of total power on
average [33].
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1.3 Energy Harvesting
For some micro-sensor applications, a limited lifetime is sufficient, and a non-rechargeable
battery power is the logical choice. A 1cm-: Lithium battery can continuously supply
1OpW of power for five years [39]. However, some applications demand higher peak
power or a longer lifetime in an environment where changing batteries is impractical
or impossible. These types of applications require a renewable energy source. The
concept of energy harvesting or energy scavenging involves converting ambient energy
from the environment into electrical energy to power circuits or to recharge a battery.
Research into energy scavenging suggests that micro-sensors can utilize energy har-
vested from the environment. The most familiar sources of ambient energy include
solar power, thermal gradients, radio-frequency (RF), and mechanical vibration. Ta-
Table 1.1: Examples of power densities for potential energy harvesting mechanisms
Technology Power Density (pW/cm2 )
Vibration - electromagnetic [40] 4.0
Vibration - piezoelectric [39] 500
Vibration - electrostatic [41] 3.8
Thermoelectric (50 C difference) [42] 60
Solar - direct sunlight [43] 3700
Solar - indoor [43] 3.2
ble 1.1 [44] gives a comparison of some energy harvesting technologies. Power per
area is reported because the thickness of these devices is typically dominated by the
other two dimensions. The power available from these sources is highly dependent on
the nodes environment at any given time. However, these examples show that it is
reasonable to expect 10's of microwatts of power to be harvested from ambient energy.
Thus, researchers agree that micro-sensor nodes must keep average power consump-
tion in the 10-100MW range to enable energy scavenging [37][33]. Coupling energy
harvesting hardware with the micro-sensor node can lead to self-powered micro-sensor
networks (e.g. [45]). Barring significant advances in energy scavenging technology,
the high instantaneous power consumption of an active wireless transceiver (mil-
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liwatts for Mbps) requires micro-sensors to retain local energy storage. Coupling
energy-harvesting techniques with some form of energy storage can theoretically ex-
tend micro-sensor node lifetimes indefinitely. Clearly, this type of system will greatly
benefit from the significant power and energy savings made possible by sub-threshold
operation.
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1.4 Sub-threshold Operation
Sub-threshold circuits use a supply voltage, VDD, that is less than the threshold
voltage, VT, of the transistors. In this regime, sub-threshold leakage currents charge
and discharge load capacitances, limiting performance but giving significant energy
savings over nominal VDD operation. This section quantifies the potential savings that
sub-threshold operation can achieve, gives a brief history of sub-threshold operation
in digital circuits, and explains how digital circuits function in sub-threshold.
1.4.1 Motivation - Energy and Power Savings
Decreasing the supply voltage lowers both leakage power and active energy. Leakage
power is simply:
PLEAK VDDILEAK (1.1)
Lowering VDD immediately provides linear savings for leakage power based on
(1.1). Table 1.2 shows what these savings might be for a range of possible scenarios.
Table 1.2: Power savings from voltage reduction alone (constant current).
VDD nominal (V)
VDD sub-threshold (V) 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.8
0.4 2.5X 2.75X 3X 4.5X
0.3 3.3X 3.7X 4X 6X
0.2 5X 5.5X 6X 9X
The nominal supply voltage for technologies from 65nm to 0 .13pm is in the range
of 1.0V to 1.2V. For 0.18pm technologies, the nominal VDD is 1.8V. Depending on
the technology and circuit, reasonable operating voltages for sub-threshold are in the
0.2V to 0.4V range. The table shows that leakage power decreases by from 2.5X to
9X just from the reduction in voltage.
In reality, the ILEAK term from (1.1) also reduces with voltage because of Drain-
Induced Barrier Lowering (DIBL). We explain the DIBL effect in more detail in
Section 2.1.2. Figure 1-1 shows the reduction in ILEAK that results from DIBL in
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Figure 1-1: Reduction in leakage current from DIBL for different technologies. The
Berkeley Predictive Technology Models (BPTMs) are from [1][2].
various technologies. If VDD scales to the 0.2V to O.4V range for sub-threshold op-
eration, the figure shows that DIBL gives a reduction in current from 1.5X to 1OX
depending on the technology. Combining these savings with the savings from Table
1.2 as in (1.1) gives a possible range of savings for leakage power from - 4X to - 90X.
The active energy consumed by a digital circuit for an operation is the well-known:
EACTIVE =effViDD (1.2)
Since, to first order, the effective switched capacitance, Ceff, does not change,
voltage scaling produces quadratic savings in active energy. Table 1.3 shows the
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range of possible savings over the different VDD possibilities. Active energy decreases
by from ~ 6X to ~ 80X by scaling into sub-threshold.
Table 1.3: Active energy savings from voltage reduction.
VDD nominal (V)
VDD sub-threshold (V) 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.8
0.4 6.25X 7.6X 9X 20.25X
0.3 11.1X 13.4X 16X 36X
0.2 25X 30.25X 36X 81X
This simplistic analysis shows the range of potential savings for both leakage power
and active energy available by scaling into the sub-threshold region. Clearly, the order
of magnitude or more gains that are possible make sub-threshold design a valuable
avenue to explore for low energy applications and scenarios.
1.4.2 Previous Work: History of Sub-threshold
Sub-threshold digital operation was first examined theoretically in the context of
studying the limits of voltage scaling in the early 1970s [46]. An analysis of an
inverter operating entirely in weak inversion showed that bi-stable operating points
were not possible below roughly 4 Vth [46]. An implementation of a ring oscillator was
shown to work at lOOmV soon thereafter [47].
While sub-threshold (weak inversion) operation became very popular for low power
analog circuits [48] [49], digital sub-threshold circuits were slower to catch on. Tech-
niques described as "micropower" design that were applied to energy constrained
applications such as digital watches used extremely low voltages for the technologies
of the day. However, these implementations stopped just short of pushing VDD below
VT (e.g. [50][51]).
Theoretical interest in sub-threshold operation for digital circuits remained. It
was shown that minimum energy operation occurs in the sub-threshold region [17],
and plots show a mininimum energy point in sub-threshold [17][52]. Then, apparently
as a means of maintaining performance, the authors suggest operation at the edge
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of sub-threshold by setting VT = VDD [17][52]. This type of analysis burgeoned into
"6ultra-low-power" CMOS technologies and design. VDD was argued to be the most
important knob for controlling CMOS power, but the accompanying decrease in speed
was preventing widespread application of aggressive VDD scaling [53][54]. Parallelism
was seen as one method of maintaining speed at lower supply voltages [53]. Based on
this sort of reasoning, ultra-low-power circuits were designed to function at extremely
low voltages. Again, rather than scaling VDD below V7, ultra-low-power designers
tailored VT to scale also so that it stayed below VDD. For example, Stanford ULP
CMOS uses near 0 VT devices and body biasing to tune VT up to around VDD/ 3 . The
resulting circuits can operate down to below 100mV, but VT is lower still [55].
Digital sub-threshold logic continued to surface as a theoretical approach to low-
ering power and energy [56]. A fresh look at the calculation of lower bounds from
[46] showed that improvements in technology meant weak inversion operation could
theoretically occur in the 36-80mV range [57]. Again, however, implementations of
ultra-low-power circuits were designed with Vr < VDD [57].
By the late 1990s, the increased attention on power in digital circuits made sub-
threshold digital logic more interesting. A study of logic styles specifically for sub-
threshold operation poses that pseudo-nMOS logic offers a lower energy solution than
static CMOS for some circuits [58]. The savings in energy result primarily from
reduced delay, since the power consumption of pseudo-nMOS is higher due to static
current [58]. Analysis of dynamic domino circuits for sub-threshold operation appears
in [59]. Again, the primary advantage of domino circuits over static CMOS is the
reduced delay, which lowers energy for very active circuit blocks.
An adaptive filter design for hearing aids that uses the pseudo-nMOS logic style
is reported in [60][61]. Simulation results for this filter show that it operates in
sub-threshold and uses parallelism to achieve the required performance of 22kHz at
400mV. A test chip implements an 8x8 carry save array multiplier in 0.35pm CMOS
to examine sub-threshold operation [61]. The multiplier uses body biasing to create
symmetry between n-type MOSFET (nMOS) and p-type MOSFET (pMOS) currents
and to reduce the delay variation due to changes in temperature, etc. [61]. Other
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chips continued to look at inverters and ring oscillators in sub-threshold. Fabrication
of inverters that show sub-threshold operation at 100mV was made possible by biasing
the substrate and n-wells together to match nMOS and pMOS current in [62]. Ring
oscillator voltage-controlled oscillators (VCOs) controlled by both VDD and body bias
are functional in sub-threshold down to 8OmV in [63].
A new look at minimum energy operation in 2002 shows that the minimum energy
point often occurs with VDD below VT and depends on parameters such as activity
factor [18]. This analysis is confirmed experimentally in [41, which presents a sub-
threshold FFT processor that operates down to 180mV but has optimum energy per
operation at ~ 350mV (still sub-threshold). This FFT processor is the first major
digital sub-threshold demonstration and brings us to the timeframe of this thesis.
Now that sub-threshold operation has proven to make sense for energy constrained
systems, more analysis is required for understanding the details of using it to minimize
energy and for designing more complicated sub-threshold systems.
1.4.3 Inverter Operation in Sub-threshold
In sub-threshold operation, the channel of the transistors is not inverted, so currents
flow by diffusion. Equation (1.3) shows a basic expression for sub-threshold drain
current [64] [65] [66]:
ID:sub-threshold I exp VGS-VT exp VDS (1.3)
\ nthVj / \V\\ 1 th 1
where I0 is the drain current when VGs= VT given in (1.4) [64][66].
W
Ic[Loco. - 1Vt (1.4)
For the purposes of this thesis, we assume that total drain current in sub-threshold
equals sub-threshold current. Section 2.1.2 comments on the validity of this assump-
tion. As expected for diffusion current, (1.3) shows that ID depends exponentially
on VGS. VT is the transistor threshold voltage, n is the sub-threshold slope factor
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ID varies exponentially with VGS. In fact, we
define VT by looking at where the ID curve deviates from its original exponential
trajectory. In the sub-threshold region, the In/ 'off ratio reduces relative to strong
inversion.
(- = 1 + Cd/C,), and Vte is the thermal voltage, Vth AT/q. The parenthetical
term on the right models the roll-off in current that occurs when VDS drops to within
a few times Vth.
To model Drain-Induced Barrier Lowering (DIBL), (1.3) can include a linearized
DIBL coefficient, r1, as in [65]:
ID = I, exp (;S - VT+IVDS
nVh
exp ( -VDS
Vtl' )
(1.5)
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The sub-threshold slope of the transistor is defined as:
S = nVh In 10 (1.6)
S gives the inverse of the slope of ID versus VGS in millivolts per decade of change in
ID. The ideal value for S at room temperature is 60mV/decade, and it occurs at the
limit when n = 1. Plugging (1.6) into (1.5) gives:
vr s 10( -VT+v1YS ) - VDS
ID = _0) I - exp (-VDS (1.7)Ve,
Figure 1-2 shows the drain current of a MOSFET versus its gate to source voltage,
VGS across the full range from OV to 1.8V, which is VDD for this 0.18pUm technology.
At low values of VGS in the sub-threshold region, ID varies exponentially with VGS
as expected. For the purposes of this thesis, we define the threshold voltage, VT, by
the point on the ID versus VGS plot where ID ceases to depend exponentially on VGS.
This point occurs at around half a volt for the transistor in the figure.
Figure 1-2 also points out a key limitation of sub-threshold circuits. For strong
inversion transistors operating at the nominal VDD, the ratio of current for an on
transistor (VGS VDD), Io, to its off current (VGS = 0), 1off, is many orders of
magnitude. In sub-threshold, however, Ion/Ioff is greatly reduced. The rate at which
this ratio decreases depends on S. If S is 100mV per decade, then VDD 200mV
implies that I0/Ioff = 100. The lower Ion/Ioff ratio means that the circuit is slower.
The on currents of the transistors cannot charge up the circuit's capacitances as fast.
Also, this degraded ratio can lead to problems with functionality for some types of
circuits [4].
Figure 1-3 shows standard ID versus VDS curves for strong inversion. The current
in this plot clearly demonstrates the linear region and the velocity saturation region
(not saturation, because ID changes linearly with VGS instead of quadratically). Fig-
ure 1-4 shows the same curves in sub-threshold. The curves show the exponential
dependence on VGS, but they otherwise appear quite similar to the strong inversion
curves in their shape. The 'quasi-linear' region comes from the roll-off of current at
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low VDS, as seen in (1.3). Unlike strong inversion, the onset of this roll-off depends
only on VDS and not on V(;s. In strong inversion, the VDS dependence in the velocity
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V e=1.8VGS
1.7V
1.6V
saturation region results from channel length modulation and is commonly modeled
with the Early voltage. In sub-threshold, the VDS dependence in the 'quasi-saturation'
region results from DIBL and can be modeled with the DIBL coefficient as in (1.5)
or (1.7).
The similarity of this curve to the strong inversion region results in familiar be-
havior of static logic in sub-threshold. We will look at the inverter as an example.
Consider an inverter consisting of nMOS MN and pMOS Mp. Figure 1-5 shows
the ID versus VDS curves of these two transistors arranged for load line analysis in
terms of the inverter's input, Vi,, and output, V0 t. As V, goes from 0 towards
VDD = 300mV, the nMOS curves go from bottom to top on the plot, and the pMOS
curves go from top to bottom. The intersections of the lines for each value of Vi,
are marked with circles. These same circles show the points on the Voltage Transfer
Characteristic (VTC) that appears in Figure 1-6. Clearly, the shape of the VTC
is essentially identical to above-threshold operation. The slope of the steep part of
the curve depends on the sub-threshold slope of the inverters. A lower sub-threshold
slope results in a steeper transition. DIBL also impacts the slope in this region. As
17 increases, the slope decreases.
As this VTC shows, sub-threshold digital logic gates behave very similarly to
their strong inversion behavior. The most notable differences are the longer delays
that result from lower on-current and the exponential dependence of ID on VGS and
VT. We provide expressions for the VTC in sub-threshold in Section 5.3.1. A good
treatment of weak inversion operation for an inverter with symmetrical nMOS and
pMOS appears in [67].
1.5 Thesis Contribution and Organization
Previous work on sub-threshold design has demonstrated the feasibility of sub-threshold
operation, focusing primarily on logic circuits. There remains a need to expand on
this work to make sub-threshold design a well-characterized and reliable option for
low power systems.
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Figure 1-6: VTC for the inverter with the load lines in Figure 1-5. VDD = 300mV.
The field of sub-threshold circuit design is still in its infancy. For that reason, an
enormous array of potential research topics are available. Although it is impractical
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to address all of these topics, this thesis will investigate several key areas to advance
the state-of-the-art in sub-threshold design. The broad scope covered by these areas
is necessary to reveal the potential of sub-threshold operation for low power scenarios
and to promote sub-threshold design as an attractive option for low power designers.
This thesis contributes in the following areas:
Modeling and Characterization
Chapter 2 provides analytical models for describing energy consumption of digital
circuits in the sub-threshold region and for estimating the minimum energy point
for arbitrary circuits operating in sub-threshold. Using basic equations for energy
consumption, we develop an analytical solution for the optimum supply voltage to
minimize total energy per operation in sub-threshold. We examine the dependencies
of this solution on design and environmental parameters.
Sizing Analysis
Chapter 3 provides analysis for optimum sizing to minimize energy in sub-threshold
circuits. Theoretical sizing and practical sizing for standard cell libraries are both
examined. A 0.18pum sub-threshold test chip provides a comparison between sizing
for minimum VDD operation and standard sizing.
Ultra-Dynamic Voltage Scaling
Many applications cannot exclusively operate in sub-threshold because of the inter-
mittent need for higher performance. Chapter 4 examines sub-threshold operation as
one available mode for circuits that occasionally require high speed operation. We
introduce the low overhead method of Local Voltage Dithering (LVD) for frequency
and voltage scaling across a large range while minimizing energy. The strategy of
Ultra-Dynamic Voltage Scaling (UDVS) combines LVD with sub-threshold operation
to offer frequency and voltage scaling across the full operational range of a circuit
with near-optimum energy consumption. A 90nm test chip provides measurements
for the analysis.
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Sub-threshold SRAM
Chapter 5 examines functionality issues for SRAM operating in sub-threshold in a
65nm process. We show that the standard six transistor SRAM bitcell and architec-
ture cannot function below 0.6-0.7V and describe the key obstacles that lead to its
failure. We introduce a bitcell designed to function in sub-threshold, and evaluate a
256kb 65n1 SRAA\ chip that uses the bitcell.
Conclusions
Chapter 6 provides a summary of the work contained in this thesis and presents
conclusions about sub-threshold circuits. It also describes some key areas for related
future work.
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Chapter 2
Modeling Minimum Energy
Consumption
Many previous works address power minimization for a given performance constraint.
In virtually every case, the performance constraint restricts operation to the strong in-
version region. Early solutions for minimizing the Energy-Delay-Product (EDP) [17]
are extended to account for process variation [68] and buffering options [69]. Measure-
ments of a test chip with adaptive supply and body bias display a minimum power
point for a given performance and show how forward-biased diode currents (from body
biasing) can make the theoretical optimum unreachable [70]. Analytical expressions
for the optimum (VDD,VT) point to minimize power at a given performance are shown
for transregional models based on fitted [3] or physical [71] parameters. Derivations
of the sensitivities of energy and delay to different parameters support a methodology
for building optimum energy circuits [72]. Taken together, these and other works give
thorough attention to power optimization for strong inversion circuits. Optimizing
sub-threshold circuits has received less attention.
Examining the energy-delay contours over VDD and VT shows that minimum en-
ergy operation occurs in the sub-threshold operation regime for low-to-medium per-
formance systems, and the optimum point changes depending on activity factor and
threshold variation [181. This section develops a model to account for these effects.
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2.1 Sub-threshold Current
This section reviews basic sub-threshold current equations from Section 1.4.3, intro-
duces su1b-threshold current models, and describes the impact of other components of
MOSFET current in the sub-threshold region. The later sections of this chapter use
the simple sub-threshold current model as a basis for minimum energy point analysis.
The model that we develop for the minimum energy point allows quick estimation of
important trends and the impact of key parameters on the system energy.
2.1.1 Sub-threshold Current Models
The optimization methods for strong inversion, performance-constrained optimization
mentioned at the beginning of this chapter all use (2.1), which is a simplified version
of (1.3), as the basic equation for modeling sub-threshold current and total off current.
Isub-threshold Io exp VGS;VT (2.1)(nVh
Some of the citations supplement this model to account for DIBL or for low VDS
roll-off or both, as in (1.5). We provide explanations and equations for these effects
and parameters in Section 1.4.3. Other models extend the basic form of the sub-
threshold current equation to account for the transitional region between weak and
strong inversion. The model in [3] uses a piecewise fitted expression to smooth out
the discontinuity between the regions. A complicated piecewise current model in [71]
uses physical parameters to account for current across all regions of operation. The
Enz, Krummenacher, and Vittoz (EKV) model has become widely used especially in
the context of low-voltage analog and digital circuits [64]. The EKV model provides a
single equation that simplifies to well-known expressions in weak inversion and strong
inversion but that provides an accurate match for the transition region as well. The
EKV model is notable for its accuracy in the transitional region as well as for the
relatively small number of required parameters.
For gate level circuit design or for careful analysis of analog circuits, one of the
higher order models makes sense. This is especially true when the circuit operates at
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the edge of weak inversion such that the simple equations no longer suffice. For the
purposes of modeling the minimum energy point in this chapter, however, the simple
sub-threshold current model suffices. Two reasons make this the case. First, we
assume that the minimum energy point occurs well into the sub-threshold region such
that (2.1) holds. Secondly, the model is intended to give an estimation of the energy-
consuming behavior of large circuits, so it uses lumped fitted parameters to simplify
the calculations. The subtleties of higher order current models are not necessary for
this type of estimation.
One notable shortcoming of the simple sub-threshold equation is that it does
not account for changes in Vr with transistor size. In Deep Sub-Micron (DSM)
technologies, various higher order effects such as the Short Channel Effect, Reverse-
Short Channel Effect (e.g. [73]), Narrow Channel Effect, and Reverse Narrow Channel
Effect (e.g. [74]) all cause VT, and thus ID, to vary for small device dimensions.
2.1.2 Other Components of Current
Sub-threshold current is not the only type of leakage current that affects DSM tran-
sistors. This section briefly describes other types of current and other sub-threshold
current effects and discusses their impact in the sub-threshold region.
As technologies have scaled, the gate oxide gets progressively thinner. The higher
resulting electrical field across the oxide enables carriers to tunnel through the oxide
[66]. None of the strong inversion energy optimization work cited above accounts for
gate leakage even though gate leakage contributes significantly to total leakage in deep
submicron technologies. For sub-threshold analysis, though, it is reasonable to ignore
gate leakage. Gate tunneling current has a very strong dependence on the voltage
across the gate, so it decreases with supply voltage much more quickly than does sub-
threshold current. As a result, gate leakage becomes negligible in the sub-threshold
region.
Gate-Induced Drain Leakage (GIDL) is a leakage current that arises at the edge
of the drain and terminates in the body of the transistor. GIDL current appears for
high VDS values in combination with low VGS [66]. On a semilog plot of ID versus VG,5
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GIDL appears as a "tail" where the current begins to increase when VGs approaches
0 and continues to increase for negative VGS. For sub-threshold operation, the lower
VDS reduces the electric field across the drain such that GIDL becomes negligible.
Section 1.4.3 has already described the effect of DIBL on sub-threshold current.
DIBL occurs in short channel transistors because the depletion regions around the
source and drain actually overlap slightly, lowering the source potential barrier and
increasing current [661. As VDS increases, the depletion region at the drain grows,
further lowering the barrier due to larger overlap with the source depletion region
and increasing current. The DIBL effect still impacts current in sub-threshold, but
the lower VDS values mean that the magnitude of the current is lower than at larger
supply voltages, lowering leakage power.
Reverse-biased diode leakage from the source and drain to the bulk also con-
tributes to overall leakage current. This junction leakage results from a combination
of minority carrier diffusion and drift at the depletion region edge and electron-hole
pair generation inside the depletion region [66]. Process technologies generally are
designed to make this pn-junction leakage small relative to sub-threshold current.
Since the junction leakage scales with VDD and temperature in a similar fashion to
sub-threshold current, it generally is negligible across the full range of supply voltage.
Although these other components of current can be quite significant for normal
strong inversion operation, they tend to be negligible in the sub-threshold region.
One scenario where this may not be accurate is in the case of very low temperatures.
Since gate leakage does not depend strongly on temperature but sub-threshold current
decreases exponentially when it grows colder, gate leakage can become significant
again. This is especially true if the sub-threshold current is reduced further by some
other mechanism (e.g. Reverse Body Bias (RBB)). Nevertheless, except for rare
cases, sub-threshold current dominates in this region of operation. This allows us to
equate total current in the sub-threshold region to sub-threshold current.
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2.2 Modeling the Minimum Energy Point
This section examines energy minimization for circuits operating in the sub-threshold
region. We show the dependence of the optimum VDD for a given technology on design
characteristics and operating conditions. Solving equations for total energy provides
an analytical solution for the optimum VDD and VT to minimize energy for a given
frequency in sub-threshold operation. SPICE simulations of an FIR filter confirm the
analytical solution and the dependence of the minimum energy operating point on
important parameters.
2.2.1 Developing the Model
In this section, we derive a closed form solution for the optimum VDD and VT for a
given frequency and technology operating in the sub-threshold regime (VDD < VT)-
The model we develop uses fitting parameters that are normalized to a characteristic
inverter in the technology of interest. Since other gates are normalized to this in-
verter, its size is arbitrary. However, the minimum sized inverter is a good choice for
simplicity.
Equation (2.2) shows the well-known form for the delay of an inverter in above-
threshold from [3].
KCVDD
(VDD - VT) (
The denominator of (2.2) is the on current of the inverter in above-threshold. We
adopt the form of (2.2) for modeling the inverter in sub-threshold. Equation (2.3)
shows the propagation delay of a characteristic inverter with output capacitance C9
in sub-threshold:
KCVDD
____=_(2.3)
t g exp (VGS-VT )
As with (2.2), K is a delay fitting parameter. The expression for current in the de-
nominator of (2.3) models the on current of the characteristic inverter, so it accounts
for transitions through both nMOS and pMOS devices. Thus, the terms Io0. and V g
are fitted parameters that do not correspond exactly with the MOSFET parameters of
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the same name unless the nMOS and pM\OS are synnetrical. Operational frequency
is simply:
1 1
tdLDP TD (2.4)
where LDP is the depth of the critical path in characteristic inverter delays and TD
is the total delay along the critical path of the circuit.
The exponential dependence of current on VT and temperature results in large
variations in delay across process and temperature corners. Likewise, the total leak-
age current and leakage power of a circuit will vary by a few orders of magnitude
with process and temperature variation. Although this large variation is a prob-
lem for certain types of systems, it is not the focus of this chapter. In a severely
energy-constrained system where the frequency of operation is less important than
energy conservation, energy per operation is the more important metric. The follow-
ing analysis shows that the energy per operation is much less sensitive to process and
temperature changes than are delay and leakage current.
Without loss of generality, we assume that one operation occurs each cycle. We
also ignore leakage from times after the current cycle because it either is accounted for
in the next cycle or is addressed by a shutdown mode that is optimized separately.
Dynamic (EDYN), leakage (EL), and total energy (ET) per cycle are expressed in
(2.5)-(2.7) [75][76], assuming rail-to-rail swing (VGS = VDD for on current).
EDYN _ CffVD (2.5)
EL = IIekVDDTD
=WefIf ,,exp t) VDDtdLDP
=WefCLDPVDxp ( -VD (2.6)
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ET= EDYN + EL
VAD (Ceff + IeffKCLDPexp ( VDD)) (2.7)
Concurrent work in [77] and [67 arrive at similar equations for sub-threshold
energy consumption. Equations (2.5)-(2.7) extend the expressions for current and
delay of an inverter to arbitrary larger circuits. This extension sacrifices accuracy for
simplicity since the fitted parameters cannot account for all of the details of every
circuit. Thus, Ceff is the average total switched capacitance of the entire circuit,
including the average activity factor over all of its nodes. Likewise, Weff estimates
the average total width that contributes to leakage current. LDP is the logic depth of
the critical path normalized to the delay of the characteristic inverter. Solving this set
of equations provides a good estimate of the optimum for the average case and shows
how the optimum point depends on the major parameters. Differentiating (2.7) and
equating to 0 allows us to solve for VDDOpt. Equation (2.8) shows the derivative of
the total energy with respect to VDD-
OET
= 
2 CeffVDD + (2
&VDD
VDD (-VDD
VthWeKCLDPVDD exp nVh )
Setting (2.8) equal to zero and rearranging the equation yields:
2 CeJJVDD + 2 V D WeJ JKCLDPVDD exp (=VDD 0
nVh) nVh
2 - VDD Wef fKCgLDPexp -VDD 2 Ceff
(2 h ) ep( n~h) WeffKCgLDP
VDD -VDD - 2Ceff exp(2)
nVh )e n Vth WeII7 CKCgLDP
The analytical solution for VDDOpt from (2.9) is given in (2.10):
VDDopt = n th 2 - lambertW , 2ef exp 2)
V DD1te5 KCgLDP
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(2.8)
(2.9)
(2.10)
If we define the argument to the Lambert W function as J:
-2Cej Jf _ exp(2) (2.11)
W~e f5 K C ,LD P
then (2.10) is subject to the constraint in (2.12):
j3 > - exp(-1) (2.12)
See Appendix B regarding the Lambert W function and its constraints. Now, substi-
tuting (2.3) into (2.4) gives VTopt for a given f:
VTopt = VDDopt - ?th In ( -KG9 LDPVDDopt (2.13)10,9
If the argument to the natural log in (2.13) exceeds 1, then the assumption of
sub-threshold operation no longer holds because V0pt < VDD. This constraint shows
that there is a maximum achievable frequency for a given circuit in the sub-threshold
region. Equations (2.10) and (2.13) give the optimum supply voltage and threshold
voltage for sub-threshold circuits consuming the minimum energy for a given fre-
quency. Some ultra-low power applications, such as energy scavenging sensor nodes,
might consider minimizing energy to be more important than any performance re-
quirement. Assuming a standard technology where VT is fixed (i.e. - no triple wells
for body biasing), the problem becomes finding the optimum VDD and frequency to
minimize energy for a given design. The optimum VDD for minimizing energy per
cycle in this scenario still is given by (2.10), and the optimum frequency is given by
(2.4) at VDD = VDDopt -
Figure 2-1 shows the energy profile of an 8-bit, 8-tap parallel programmable FIR
filter versus VDD. The contributions of active and leakage energy are both shown.
The lines on the plot show the results of numerical equations using a transregional
current model [3], and the markers show the simulation values. The analytical solution
(small star) matches the numerical model and simulations with less than 0.1% error.
The optinnmn point is VDDopt = 250mV with a frequency of 30kHz. Equation (2.10)
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Figure 2-1: Model versus simulation of FIR filter showing minimum energy point and
contribution of active and leakage energy. Markers are simulation values, lines are
model [3]. Analytical solution from eqs. (2.10) and (2.7) is shown.
provided the optimum VDD for the analytical solution, and substituting this value
into equation (2.7) gave the total energy. Figure 2-2 shows how the delay (TD)
and current (ILEAK) components of leakage energy per cycle (EL) vary with supply
voltage. As VDD reduces, the current decreases due to the DIBL effect, but the delay
increases exponentially in the sub-threshold region, leading to the overall increase in
sub-threshold leakage energy.
Equation (2.10) shows that the optimum VDD value is independent of frequency
and VT. Instead, it is set by the relative significance of dynamic and leakage energy
components as expressed in equation (2.11). EL increases compared to the character-
istic inverter in two ways. First, the ratio of Cejf/Wef decreases, indicating that a
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Figure 2-2: Normalized leakage current (ILEAK) and delay (TD). Markers are simu-
lation and lines are model [3]. Although DIBL caused ILEAK to decrease, the expo-
nential increase in TD causes leakage energy (EL) to increase in sub-threshold.
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Figure 2-3: VDD optimum calculated with equation (2.10). / for ring oscillator
(LDP= 21) fails constraint. 0 for 8x8 parallel FIR filter and scalable FFT processor
[4] also shown.
greater fraction of the total width is idle and thereby drawing static current without
switching. Secondly, LDP can increase. The larger resulting period gives more time
for leakage currents to integrate, raising EL. Figure 2-3 shows the optimum VDD val-
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Normalized delay (TD)
o 8-bit 8-tap FIR filter
- -0 FFT processor ~
- ring ocilIator:
fails constraint
ues versus 3 for three examples. An FFT processor [4] and the FIR filter previously
described have VDDOpt at 350mV and 250mV, respectively. The figure shows that a
ring oscillator fails to meet the constraint. To see why, consider a single inverter with
activity factor of one; Weff and LDP equal one, Ceff is close to C9 , and 7 does not
meet the constraint in equation (2.12). Mathematically, this means that the deriva-
tive of ET never equals zero. Physically, the leakage component for the single inverter
with high activity remains insignificant compared to dynamic energy over all supply
voltages, as shown in Figure 2-4. The true optimum VDD in this case is the lowest
voltage for which the circuit functions. Circuits with higher relative leakage energy,
like the FIR filter or FFT processor, have less negative 0 and thus higher optimum
VDD-
10
0
02
10 0
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6
VDD(V)
Figure 2-4: Energy per operation versus VDD for a 21-stage ring oscillator has no
minimum point. Markers show simulation data and lines show equations.
Figure 2-5 shows theoretically why the optimum VDD is independent of VT. As
VT decreases in the figure, the sub-threshold current increases exponentially as shown
by the rise in EL at above-VT voltages. The sub-threshold on current also increases
exponentially, so TD decreases exponentially in sub-threshold and offsets the rise in
'LEAK such that EL does not change in the sub-threshold region. When VT decreases
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2.2.2 Calibrating the Model
Calibrating the model to match a generic circuit requires the fitting of only three
parameters once the delay and leakage of the characteristic inverter are known. Ceff
is the average effective switched capacitance of the entire circuit, including the av-
erage activity factor over all of its nodes, short circuit current, glitching effects, etc.
To calibrate the model, Ceff is estimated by measuring average supply current and
solving Cef Iav/(fVDD)- Weff estimates the average total width, relative to the
characteristic inverter, that contributes to leakage current. Wejj is determined by
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simulating the circuit's steady-state leakage current and normalizing to the charac-
teristic inverter. Since W/Veff is a function of circuit state, averaging the circuit leakage
current for simulations over many states improves the total leakage estimate. Simu-
lating to exercise the circuit's critical path, measuring its delay, and normalizing to
the characteristic inverter provides the logic depth, LDP. Solving this set of equa-
tions provides a good estimate of the optimum for the average case and shows how
the optimum point depends on the major parameters.
2.3 Minimum Energy Point Dependencies
The optimum VDD to minimize energy will vary depending on the circuit's operating
scenario, environment, and temperature. This section examines the impact of these
parameters on the minimum energy point.
2.3.1 Operating Scenario
Figure 2-1 graphically confirms the trend apparent in equation (2.10). Any relative
increase in the leakage component of energy per cycle will push the optimum VDD
higher, and the frequency at the optimum point also increases. In the figure, this
corresponds to any decrease in EDYN or increase in EL. Likewise, any decrease in EL
or increase in EDYN will lower the optimum VDD. These types of changes can occur
for a given circuit without changing its intrinsic attributes.
For example, consider using the FIR filter in a system whose workload, w, changes
widely. This might be in a video context where the processing per frame depends
on the difference between consecutive frames. If the current frame is nearly identical
to the previous, then very little work is required. A scene change, on the other
hand, could demand the maximum number of computations. Assuming the clock is
gated when no computation is required (i.e. no mid-cycle shutdown is available) and
normalizing to one cycle, Cef per cycle becomes wCeff in equation (2.11).
Figure 2-6 shows the impact of a changing workload on the energy characteristics
of the 8-bit, 8-tap FIR filter as an example. We vary the workload over three orders of
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Figure 2-6: Energy versus VDD for changing workload.
magnitude to show the effect. The active energy decreases in proportion to workload
because the amount of switched capacitance per operation has decreased. The leakage
for the given operation stays constant, however, so the minimum energy point moves
to lower energy and higher voltage with decreasing workload.
Duty cycle, d, also can vary widely. A lower duty cycle means that the cir-
cuit spends more idle time (e.g. waiting for data but unable to shutdown) for each
completed active operation. Consequently, the leakage contribution per operation in-
creases, which corresponds to replacing Weff with Wejj/d in equation (2.11). Figure
2-7 shows the impact of a changing duty cycle on the energy characteristics of the
FIR filter. Again, a wide range of values is shown for the duty cycle. The longer
idle time spent for each operation means that leakage energy increases, but the active
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energy stays constant. As with workload decreases, the minimum energy point moves
to higher voltages, but the total energy increases in this case.
Normalizing to one cycle, we include duty cycle and workload in the analytical
model and solve the equation set again to find the optimum VDD, resulting in a new
equation for f3.
2  W ef exp(2) (2.14)
-YLKCLDP
Figure 2-8 and Figure 2-9 show the effects of workload and duty cycle on the minimum
energy and optimum VDD of the FIR filter. The figures compare the numerical result
with the analytical model and with simulation. The supply voltage for the simulations
was quantized in lO0mV increments. The quantization causes most of the error for
values of w and d close to one. The error in modeled energy at low values of w and
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d occurs because the optimum VDD has exceeded VT. Thus the assumption of sub-
threshold operation implicit to the analytical model becomes invalid. The numerical
model is also less accurate in that region. The analytical result matches the numerical
values quite well until VDDOpt nears VT.
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Figure 2-8: Normalized energy (a) and optimum VDD (b) for FIR versus workload,
w. Simulation VDD quantized to 1OOmV.
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Figure 2-9: Normalized energy (a) and optimum VDD (b) for FIR versus duty cycle,
d. Simulation VDD quantized to 1OOmV.
Large reductions in either w or d result in increased optimum VDD, but the total
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energy per operation (normalized to one cycle) decreases as workload decreases and
increases when duty cycle decreases. Clearly, knowing the average workload and duty
cycle of a circuit can impact the choice of optimum supply voltage. The operational
frequency, and thus the data rate, implicitly changes with VDD in these figures. A
system in which these parameters vary widely would benefit from closed-loop tracking
of the optimum point since Figure 2-8 and Figure 2-9 show a large variation in the
minimum energy.
2.3.2 Temperature
The optimum point also depends on temperature. Figure 2-10 shows the effect of
temperature on the components of energy. The numerical model shown in Fig-
ure 2-10 accounts for temperature dependence by decreasing the effective threshold
voltage and decreasing mobility at higher temperatures: p(T) = p(To)(PT)- and
VT(T) = VT(To) - KT [781. The changes to the numerical model match well with
simulation across most of the temperature range, but they slightly underestimate the
leakage energy at high temperatures. The lower mobility dominates in strong inver-
sion and leads to slower circuits at high temperatures. In sub-threshold, the lower VT
dominates, and hot circuits grow faster exponentially. The lower VT that accompa-
nies a temperature increase also raises the leakage current exponentially. This effect
appears in the figure at higher VDD where ILEAK dominates EL. The lower VT also
causes the delay to decrease, countering the increase in ILEAK that is due to lower
VT. Thus, the total effect on EL and ET is not so pronounced at lower VDD. Conse-
quently, the total leakage energy does not change quickly near the minimum energy
point with VT. Equation (2.10) shows that VDDOpt is linear with temperature, and
taking its derivative with respect to temperature gives:
OVDDopt k - 2Cef f
= n- 2 - lambertW exp(2) (2.15)
OT q We I'f f KCgLDP
For the FIR filter, this derivative is only ~ 0.85mV/degree Kelvin, and the plot
confirms that the optimum VDD increases by about 75mV over the full temperature
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Figure 2-10: Dependence of minimum energy point on temperature shown in simula-
tion (markers) and by the numerical model (lines). Temperature varies from 25 0 C to
1150C.
range. Refer to Figure 4-8 for measured data from a 90nm test chip showing the
impact of temperature on the minimum energy point.
2.3.3 Architecture
The models we have presented allow a quick assessment of the effect of architecture
on minimum energy operation. Traditionally, architectural approaches such as paral-
lelism or pipelining can reduce power for a given performance constraint by operating
at a lower voltage [53]. For performance constraints that are met at voltages above
the optimum, the same conclusion holds for sub-threshold operation. The model can
also show how architecture will affect the minimum energy point when performance
is not a constraint.
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Figure 2-11 shows the numerical model (a) and simulation (b) of a pipelined im-
plementation of the FIR filter. The model does not account for overhead capacitance,
leakage, and delay in the pipeline registers, but it shows the general effect of ideal
pipelining. As the number of stages increases, LDP decreases and thus reduces leak-
age energy per operation (EL). The total energy per cycle thus is reduced, and the
optimum VDD moves to the left. The simulation results in Figure 2-11(b) show the
same trend, however the overhead active energy makes deep pipelining more costly.
The simulation also shows a decrease in active energy for shallow pipelines because of
reduced glitching in the multipliers. Thus, shallow pipelining (2-4 stages) can reduce
the total energy per operation for a system in a minimum energy scenario.
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Figure 2-11: Effect of pipelining on minimum energy and optimum VDD for the FIR
filter. Ideal pipelines (a) and simulated (b).
In contrast, parallelism cannot reduce the energy per operation, but it can increase
the operating frequency at the minimum energy point. Once the optimum VDD is
known for a functional unit like the FIR filter, parallel copies of the filter will consume
the least energy if they operate at the original minimum energy point. Discounting
the overhead of muxing and demuxing indicates that ideal parallelism can increase
the operating frequency at the minimum energy point by increasing the number of
stages. It cannot, however, decrease the energy per operation because the number
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of copies of the circuit required to maintain throughput goes up faster than VDD
decreases due to the exponential dependence of delay on VDD. Clearly, the overhead
of parallelism in a real system will increase active energy and change the minimum
energy point.
2.4 Summary and Conclusions
This chapter has examined minimum energy operation for sub-threshold circuits. We
have shown that the minimum energy point depends on the technology, the charac-
teristics of the design, and on operating conditions such as temperature, duty cycle,
and workload. The optimum VDD for minimizing energy per operation changes over
several hundred millivolts when these parameters vary, pointing to the importance
of tracking the optimum point or carefully characterizing a design before choosing
VDDopt. We introduced an analytical solution for the optimum VDD and VT to mini-
mize energy for a given frequency in the sub-threshold region. Simulations matched
the analytical value and the numerical model within a few percent as long as the
sub-threshold assumption was valid.
Chapter 3
Sizing for Minimum Energy
Digital circuits operating in the sub-threshold region provide the minimum energy
solution for applications with strict energy constraints. This section examines the
effect of sizing on energy for sub-threshold circuits. We show that minimum sized
devices are theoretically optimal for reducing energy. A fabricated 0.18pum test chip
is used to compare normal sizing and sizing for minimum VDD. Measurements show
that existing standard cell libraries offer a good solution for minimizing energy in
sub-threshold circuits.
Increasing leakage energy at low supply voltages offsets the reduced active energy
and causes a minimum energy point. Many designs exhibit a minimum energy op-
erating point higher than the minimum achievable VDD, and this operating point is
a function of several parameters [18][4][75]. In general, designs with larger leakage
energy relative to active energy have a higher optimum VDD. This section examines
the effect of device sizing on minimum energy operation. After considering theoreti-
cally optimal sizing, we explore minimum energy operation for standard cell designs.
A fabricated 0.18pim test chip provides measurements for analysis.
3.1 Theoretical Sizing
Sizing influences the energy consumption of a circuit in two primary ways. First, sizing
directly affects energy consumption by changing switched capacitance and leakage
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current. Secondly, sizing affects the minimum voltage at which the circuit functions,
which can change the absolute minimum energy point. This section explores these
two impacts.
3.1.1 Sizing for Minimum Energy at a Specific VDD
It has been proposed that theoretically optimal minimum energy circuits should use
minimum sized devices [56], and first-order equations confirm this result for most
cases.
Assuming that the majority of gates in a typical design are sized similarly, a
universal increase in transistor sizes will increase both Ceff and Weff, raising power.
This type of sizing change is unlikely to decrease the critical path delay because
the input to output capacitance ratios of gates will stay roughly constant, so the
typical assumption of fixed capacitance loads is invalid [79]. Thus, minimum sizing
also minimizes energy per operation for most generic circuits. One special case that
violates this trend is a circuit with a small number of critical paths relative to the
total number of paths. In this case, increased sizes on the critical path can reduce
LDP with negligible increases in overall Ceff and V[, lowering FT.
Minimum sized devices generally minimize energy consumption in sub-threshold
for a given VDD. However, sizing also impacts the minimum operating voltage, which
can affect the total energy per operation, ET.
3.1.2 Sizing for Minimum Operating Voltage
Transistor sizing also impacts the functionality of CMOS circuits at low supply volt-
ages. Minimum VDD operation occurs when the pMOS and nMOS devices have the
same current (e.g. [57]). Previous efforts have explored well biasing to match the
device currents for minimum voltage operation of ring oscillators [62]. Sizing can
create the same symmetry in device current. Figure 3-1 shows the minimum volt-
age for which a ring oscillator maintains 10%-90% voltage swing. The optimum
pMOS/nMOS width across all process corners (Typical nMOS, Typical pMOS (TT),
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Strong nMOS, Strong pMOS (SS), Weak nMOS, Weak pMOS (WW),Strong nMOS,
Weak pMOS (SW), and Weak nMOS, Strong pMOS (WS)) is 12. A similar anal-
ysis of minimum voltage operation while retaining 10% noise margins gives a lower
minimum voltage at the typical corner and a higher worst-case minimum voltage but
the same optimum size ratio. Figure 3-2(a) shows the VTCs at the minimum VDD
of 70mV for several P/N ratios. The gain is somewhat degraded, but the optimum
sized curve is symmetrical and shows good noise margins. Figure 3-2(b) shows the
output of a 9-stage ring oscillator at the minimum voltage for the same sizes.
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Figure 3-1: Minimum achievable voltage retaining 10%-90% output swing for 0. 18pm
ring oscillator across process corners (simulation).
Since symmetrical devices give minimum VDD operation, a simple comparison
of currents in nMOS and pMOS devices shows the approximate optimum size for
minimizing VDD. The switching threshold of a symmetric inverter is VM = VDD/2.
Sweeping the width of on nMOS and pMOS devices at VDD/2 shows the pMOS size
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Figure 3-2: VTCs (a) and 9-stage ring oscillator output (b) at the minimum VDD for
the typical corner (simulation). pMOS/nMOS width ratio of 12 minimizes operational
VDD but increases energy consumption.
for which the inverter is balanced. Performing this simulation for VDD=70mV at
the typical corner shows that the current in the pMOS matches the nMOS current
at a ratio of 12.5. This ratio remains between 11.5 and 12.5 for voltages across the
sub-threshold region, matching the result in Figure 3-1.
Sizing according to this ratio allows for operation at lower VDD but increases
the energy consumed for a given VDD (equation (2.7)). The energy savings from
lowering VDD are at best proportional to VDD if leakage is still negligible. Figure
3-1 shows that the impact of sizing an inverter on the minimum supply voltage is
only 60mV, producing best-case energy savings of 0.202/0.262 = 0.6X due to voltage
reduction. This improvement is not worthwhile if all pMOS-devices are increased in
size by 12X. The exponential dependence of current in sub-threshold on VT means
that sizing is a less effective knob for 'fixing' circuits. This explains why the knob
has to turn so far to match the transistor current that is imbalanced by a small
difference in VT. Thus, minimum sized devices are theoretically optimal for reducing
energy per operation when accounting for the impact of sizing on voltage and energy
consumed [75]. Process variation in deep submicron processes imposes one restriction
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to applying this rule blanketly. The sigma for VT variation due to random doping
fluctuations is proportional to (WL)-, so minimum sized devices produce the worst
case random VT mismatch. Statistical analysis is necessary to confirm functionality
in the face of process variation, and some devices might need to increase in size to
ensure acceptable yield.
3.1.3 Ratioed Circuits
Generally, static CMOS circuits are robust for sub-threshold operation. The large
sensitivity of sub-threshold circuits to process variation makes some circuit designs
more suitable than others. Ratioed circuits can create problems with functionality in
sub-threshold.
(a) Flip-flop A - not suitable for sub-threshold
CKM
N1 N2 N3out
0 T1 11 T212
CK
13 14
sized weak
(b) Flip-flop B - suitable for sub-threshold
CKM
0 1 N1 11 N2 T2 N3 12 out
T3 T4
CKM
13 CK14
N5 N4
Figure 3-3: Two flip-flops for evaluation for sub-threshold operation. Flip-flop A has
ratioed feedback, and Flip-flop B does not. Ratioed circuits cannot function across
process corners in sub-threshold at the minimum energy voltage because the expo-
nential dependence of current on VT becomes more important than sizing. Cutting
the feedback loop for writing a latch is robust across all corners for operation at the
minimum energy voltage.
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Figure 3-4: Plot showing the failure of ratioed Flip-flop A at the strong nMOS, weak
pMOS corner at 400mV. The master stage fails to write the slave stage and is itself
overwritten.
For example, Figure 3-3 demonstrates an important consideration about circuit
selection for sub-threshold. The figure shows a ratioed flip-flop (Flip-flop A) and a
flip-flop with transmission gates for cutting off feedback in the latches (Flip-flop B).
The ratioed flip-flop uses devices sized to be strong (wide) on the critical path and
inverters sized to be weak for the feedback in the latches. This approach depends
on the sizing ratios in the circuit to guarantee functionality, and it works well above-
threshold. In sub-threshold, however, current depends exponentially on VT. This
makes process variation and local device variation quite significant relative to device
sizes. Figure 3-4 shows a plot of Flip-flop A failing to write node N3 to a one at
the strong nMOS, weak pMOS corner. The pull-up path through I and T2 is weak
because of the higher pMOS threshold voltage and cannot overcome the pull-down
path through 14 and T2 that is made strong by the lower nMOS threshold voltage.
Instead, the pull-down path overcomes I and actually flips the state of the master
stage by pulling N2 to zero. Thus, Flip-flop A fails below 450mV at this corner,
preventing the circuit from reaching its minimum energy voltage. Massively up-sizing
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the pMOS devices can correct this problem, but a better choice is to eliminate the
ratioed fight by adopting Flip-flop B. This flip-flop cuts off the feedback path before
writing a latch, allowing the VGS applied to on-transistors to increase current beyond
any device off-currents even at process corners.
In general, the strong dependence of sub-threshold current on VT and temperature
makes the ratio of sizing inadequate for compensating across the full process corner
and temperature ranges in sub-threshold operation. As a result, non-ratioed circuit
styles provide more robust functionality in sub-threshold.
3.2 Standard Cells
Standard cell libraries aid digital circuit designers to reduce the design time for com-
plex circuits through synthesis. Most standard cell libraries focus on high perfor-
mance, although including low power cells is becoming more popular [79]. Lower
power cells generally use smaller sizes. One standard cell library geared specifically
for low power uses branch-based static logic to reduce parasitic capacitances and a
reduced set of standard cells. Eliminating complicated cells with large stacks of de-
vices and using a smaller total number of logic functions was shown to reduce power
and improve performance [80]. Standard cell libraries have not been designed specifi-
cally for sub-threshold operation. This section evaluates the performance of a 0. 18p"m
standard cell library in sub-threshold operation.
We use an 8-bit, 8-tap, parallel, programmable FIR filter as a benchmark to
compare normal standard cells with cells that are modified to allow operation at the
minimum energy point across all process corners. Figure 3-5 shows the minimum
operating voltages for the different standard cells appearing in a normal synthesis
of the FIR filter. The TT and worst-case (Fast nMOS, Slow pMOS (FS) and Slow
nMOS, Fast pMOS (SF)) process corners are shown. All of the cells operate at 200mV
at the typical corner, showing the robustness of static CMOS logic. Additionally,
most of the cells operate at 300mV in the worst case. The cells which exhibit the
worst case (failing below 400mV) are flip-flops and complex logic gates with stacks of
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Figure 3-5: Standard cell functionality in synthesized FIR filter using normal cell
selection over process corners (simulation).
series devices (e.g. And/Or/Invert (AOI)). We eliminated the problematic cells by
preventing the synthesis tool from selecting logic gates with large device stacks and
by re-sizing a few offending cells such as the flip-flop and full adder.
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CKJ CK
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1-<15 
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Figure 3-6: Standard cell flip-flop at worst-case failure point where CK = 0 at FS
corner (fast nMOS, slow pMOS).
Figure 3-6 shows a schematic of the D-flip-flop. In the standard implementation,
all of the inverters use small nMOS and only slightly larger pMOS devices except 13,
which is several times larger to reduce Clock-to-Q delay. At the FS corner, the narrow
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Figure 3-7: Standard cell functionality in synthesized FIR filter using cells sized to
minimize VDD over process corners (simulation)
pMOS in 16 cannot hold N3 at a one when CK is low. This is because the combined,
strong off current in the nMOS devices in 16 and 13 (larger sized) overcomes the
weakened, narrow pMOS device in 16. Tying back to the ring oscillator in Figure 3-1,
the combined nMOS devices create an effective pMOS/nMOS ratio that is less than
one. To prevent this, we reduced the size of 13 and strengthened 16. Clearly, the
larger feedback inverter creates some energy overhead. However, the resized flip-flop
can operate at 300mV at all process corners in simulation. Figure 3-7 shows the
lowest operating voltage for the cells in the minimum-VDD FIR filter. The number
of cell types has reduced, and all of the cells work at 300mV across all corners. The
next section uses test chip measurements to compare the filter sized for minimum
VDD with the normal filter.
3.3 Measured Results from Test Chip
A 0.18pm, 6M layer, 1.8V, 7mm2 test chip was fabricated to measure the impact
of sizing on minimum energy operation of standard cells. The test chip features
two programmable 8-bit, 8-tap FIR filters. Both filters produce non-truncated 19-
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bit outputs. The first filter was synthesized using the unmodified synthesis flow
and normal cells (Figure 3-5). The second filter was synthesized using the modified
flow in which some cells were omitted and some cells were resized to minimize VDD
(Figure 3-7). Both filters can operate using an external clock or an on-chip clock
generated by a ring oscillator that matches the respective critical path delay of the
filters. Input data comes from an off chip source or from an on-chip Linear Feedback
Shift Register (LFSR).
710 . ._.____._.
0 Standard sizing
1 Sizing to minimize V -........- -.-.
10D
0-
o- 10
B...................
10
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
V (V)
Figure 3-8: Measured performance of programmable FIR filters on the test chip.
Standard FIR is 10% faster than the minimum-voltage FIR.
Figure 3-8 shows the measured performance versus VDD for the two filters using
their respective critical path ring oscillators and the LFSR data to produce one psen-
dorandom input per cycle. The minimum-VDD filter exhibits a 10% delay penalty
over the standard filter. Both filters operate in the range of 3kHz to 5MHz over VDD
values of l5OmV to lV. Both filters are fully functional to below 200mV.
Figure 3-9 shows an oscilloscope plot of the standard filter working correctly at
VDD =l15mV. The clock in this plot is produced by the ring oscillator on-chip. The
reduced drive current and large capacitance in the output pads of the chip cause the
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Figure 3-9: Oscilloscope plot from the test chip showing VDD = 150mV filtering
operation with ring oscillator clock at 3.2kHz.
slow rise and fall times in the clock, but the signal is still full swing. One bit of the
output is shown.
Figure 3-10 shows the measured total energy per output sample of the two FIR
filters versus VDD. The solid line is an extrapolation of CeffVDD for each filter, and
the dashed lines show the measured leakage energy per cycle. Clearly, both filters
exhibit an optimum supply voltage for minimizing the total energy per cycle. Within
the granularity of the measurements, the optimum VDD is 250mV for the standard
FIR, which matches the analytical solution derived in Section 2.2.1. The optimum
VDD is 300mV for the minimum-VDD FIR. There is a measured overhead energy
per cycle of 50% in the filter sized for minimum VDD. The figure also shows the
simulated worst-case minimum VDD for the two filters (cf. Figure 3-5, Figure 3-7).
Accounting for overhead at the worst-case minimum VDD, the minimum-VDD FIR
offers a reduction in total energy of less than 10% at the worst-case process corner,
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Figure 3-10: lvleasured energy per operation of the FIR filters on the test chip. 
but this improvement comes at a cost of 50% at the typical corner. 
Simulations show that the measured overhead cost in the minimum-Voo filter pri-
marily results from restricting the cell set that the synthesis tool could use_ Since the 
tool was not optimized for the smaller set of cells, we did not see the improvements 
that are possible through this approach [80[_ Using only sizing to create the minimum 
VOD filter would have decreased the overhead_ However, the shallow nature of the op-
timum point in Figure 3-10 shows that the unmodified standard cell li brary does not 
use much extra energy by failing at a higher VDD at the worst-case corner. Thus, ex-
isting li braries provide good solutions for sub-threshold operation_ Simulation shows 
that a minimum-sized implementation of the FIR fi lter has 2X less switched capaci-
tance than the standard FIR, so a mostly minimum-sized library theoretically would 
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Figure 3-11: Annotated die photo of O.18J-lm sub-threshold FIR test chip. 
3.4 Summary and Conclusions 
This chapter has examined device sizing for sub-threshold operation. For typical 
circuits and modern technologies , the optimulll supply voltage for minimizing power 
is higher than the failure point for minimum sized devices at the typical corner. Thus, 
lllinimum sized devices are theoretically optimal for lllinin1izing power. Even if the 
minimum energy point for a certain process corner or unusual circuit occurs at a 
supply voltage where minimum sized devices cannot function, the shallow nature of 
the optimum prevents up-sizing to reduce the minimun1 possible operating voltage 
fron1 being worthwhile . Again , the prin1ary reason that sizing is less effective in sub-
threshold is that it illlpacts current linearly. It is thus less effective when compensating 
for VT differences that have an exponential impact on current. NIeasurements from 
a test chip, shown in Figure 3-11 , confirn1 that existing static CNIOS standard cell 
libraries function well in sub-threshold. Resizing or restricting cell usage in such 
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libraries can lower the worst-case mnimuin VDD, but the overhead increases energy
consumption at the typical corner. In theory, a standard cell library primarily using
minimum-sized devices would minimize energy per operation [81].
The work in this section is completed for the case where process variation is
ignored. Remaining analysis is required to account for the impact of process variation.
Specifically, minimum sized devices provide the worst possible deviation for mismatch
in VT caused by random doping variation because oVT oc (WL)- The effect of such
variation will place a constraint on sizing in some cases to ensure proper functionality.
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Chapter 4
Ultra-Dynamic Voltage Scaling
Dynamic Voltage Scaling (DVS) has become a standard approach for reducing power
when performance requirements vary. DVS systems lower the frequency and voltage
together to reduce power when lower performance is allowed. DVS was introduced
as a method to lower power when performance requirements change [82]. In the first
true DVS implementation, a critical path replica is used in a feedback loop to adjust
the supply voltage to the lowest value that allows the delay to match a given reference
frequency [82]. DVS now appears in commercial processors such as, for example, the
Intel XScale [83], IBM PowerPC [84], and the Transmeta Crusoe processor [85].
Voltage dithering was proposed as a low overhead implementation of DVS to pro-
vide near-optimum power savings using only a few discrete voltage and frequency
pairs [5]. The savings are only achievable if the voltage and frequency can change
on the same time scale as the altering workload. Previous implementations apply
voltage dithering to entire chips and require many microseconds to change operating
voltage [5] [86]. This chapter describes a 90nm test chip that demonstrates the pro-
posed concept of Local Voltage Dithering (LVD) and couples LVD with sub-threshold
operation to achieve Ultra-Dynamic Voltage Scaling (UDVS) [87]. We provide mea-
surements of the effect of temperature on minimum energy operation for the 90nm
test chip.
Our work extends the state-of-the-art in several ways. First, LVD improves on
existing voltage dithering systems by taking advantage of faster changes in workload
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and by allowing each block to optimize based on its own workload. Additionally, we
show that the time and energy overhead of LVD are small based on measurements from
the test chip. Secondly, UDVS provides a practical method for extending DVS into the
sub-threshold region. For many emerging energy-constrained applications, lowering
energy consumption is the primary concern under most conditions. Thus, operating
at the minimum energy point conserves energy at the cost of lower performance
(frequency). This type of application works at the minimum energy point primarily,
and only jumps to higher performance voltages in rare cases. We have shown the
effectiveness of UDVS for this scenario.
4.1 DVS and Local Voltage Dithering
Many signal processing systems process blocks of data that arrive at some regular rate,
and sometimes the amount of data to process is less than the maximum amount. This
corresponds to a fixed-throughput system whose workload requirements change on a
block-to-block basis in a time varying fashion. Examples of this type of application in-
clude MPEG video processing and FIR filtering with a variable number of taps [5]. In
the video processing example, the maximum workload corresponds to a scene change
in the video sequence. In this case, the entire new frame of data requires processing
since it is completely different from the previous frames. In the absence of scene
changes, new frames of data may not differ significantly from the previous frame, so
only a small section of the new frame requires processing. This case represents a
reduced workload for the system. The workload of the system measures the amount
of processing required for a given block of data, and the rate is simply the normalized
processing frequency [5]. In a system without buffering, the lowest allowable rate
equals the workload. If buffering is possible, then there are different strategies involv-
ing operation at different rates that can correctly perform the required processing on
a block with a given workload by ensuring that the average rate equals the workload.
There are many applications where workload varies with time [88], and policies for
setting the rate based on incoming data have been explored [89][90][91].
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Figure 4-1: Theoretical energy consumption versus rate for different power supply
strategies [5].
Figure 4-1 shows four approaches to power supply management for reducing energy
consumption when the workload varies [51. It plots the required rate of the system
versus the normalized energy required to process one generic block of data. The most
straightforward method for saving energy when the workload decreases is to operate
at the maximum rate until all of the required processing is complete and then to
shutdown. This approach only requires a single power supply voltage (corresponding
to full rate operation), and it results in linear energy savings. The fixed power supply
curve in Figure 4-1 assumes ideal shutdown (i.e. - no shutdown power). A variable
supply voltage with infinite allowable levels provides the optimum curve for reducing
energy. This curve in Figure 4-1 corresponds to theoretically ideal DVS according
to the model in [5] where velocity saturation is omitted. When velocity saturation
occurs, the energy savings for ideal DVS increase because the performance does not
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decrease as quickly for the same change in VDD [86].
4.1.1 Voltage Dithering
One method that avoids the problem of creating an infinite number of supply voltages
is to use quantized supply voltages. In Figure 4-1, three levels of supply voltage
quantization are used with two different policies. The undithered policy simply selects
the lowest supply voltage for which the rate exceeds the desired rate, operates at that
rate and voltage until all of the data in the block is processed, and then shuts down.
This results in the stair-step energy characteristic. A better method is called voltage
dithering [5]. The basic idea behind voltage dithering is to divide the computation of
one block of data between operation at the quantized supply voltage and rate pairs
that occur above and below the desired average rate. The energy profile for dithering
between quantized voltage supplies linearly connects the quantized rate and energy
pairs on the plot. Assuming that the desired rate of operation for a block, RBLOCK,
lies between two quantized rates, RLOW and RHIGH, then:
RHIGH - RBLOCK + EHIGH RBLOCK - RLOw (4.1)
EBLOCK =FLOW +jIH- BoI EHG jO- R(RHIGH - RLOwT RHIGH - RLOW)
where EHIGII and ELOW are the normalized energies consumed for processing a block
at RHIGH and RLOW, respectively.
Figure 4-2 shows an example comparing voltage dithering with fixed and variable
supply approaches. This example uses two quantized voltages that provide full rate
and half rate operation. For a desired rate of 0.6, the fixed supply approach operates
at the highest rate and full power for 0.6 of the full block time (Figure 4-2(b)).
Ideal variable voltage operation provides exactly 0.6 rate at the best possible energy
(Figure 4-2(d)) Voltage dithering gives an average rate of 0.6 by operating for 20%
of the block time at full rate and for 80% of the time at 0.5 rate. The resulting
energy consumption is thus averaged between the two quantized points and falls on
the connecting line (Figure 4-2(c)). This approach allows a good approximation of
the optimum energy profile with less overhead.
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Figure 4-2: Voltage dithering example for 0.6 rate normalized to full rate (a). Example
shows fixed supply (b), voltage dithering (c), and ideal variable supply (d).
Implementations of systems that use voltage dithering apply it monolithically to
an entire chip. The system in [5] uses an on-chip variable dc-dc converter to dither
the voltage supplied to the entire chip. A chip containing header switches was used
in [86] to select the voltage supplied to a different chip (off-the-shelf processor). A
similar off-chip voltage hopping approach is used in [92] for a zero VT processor in
fully depleted Silicon on Insulator (SOI). These implementations have shown the
effectiveness of voltage dithering to save energy for high performance applications
with variable workload.
4.1.2 Local Voltage Dithering
Applying voltage dithering at the local level provides several key advantages over
previous chip-wide applications. We have proposed local voltage dithering (LVD) to
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improve upon chip-wide voltage dithering. This section discusses the advantages of
LVD and describes a test-chip that demonstrates these improvements.
Previous chip-wide implementations using voltage dithering report that the tran-
sition between two different supply voltages takes hundreds of inicro-seconds [5][86].
This prevents the system from achieving any energy savings for faster changes in
the workload. Dividing up the power supply grid into local regions reduces the ca-
pacitance that must be switched when the voltage supplied to a local block needs
to change. This allows for faster changes in supply voltage with lower transitional
energy and permits energy savings for changes in workload on the same timescale.
Chip-wide voltage dithering also restricts the extent to which varying workload
may be leveraged because it must account for the highest workload from all of the
blocks across the entire chip. For example, suppose a simple chip contains two large
blocks. If one block has a workload of 0.9 and the other block has a workload of 0.2,
then chip-wide voltage dithering must ensure that the block with the higher workload
completes its work. Since both blocks share the dithered voltage supply, they both
are forced to operate at the average rate of 0.9. Even if the less active block shuts
down (e.g. clock gates) after completing its processing, it still uses more energy than
if it could voltage dither based on its own workload. The energy savings that are
lost by using chip-wide voltage dithering only increase with more blocks and wider
differences between the maximun and minimum workloads. In contrast, LVD lets
each block operate according to its own workload.
Our implementation of LVD uses embedded power switches (pMOS header de-
vices) to toggle among a small number of voltage levels at the local block level. One
advantage of this implementation approach is that the local dithering switches can
be turned off to provide fine-grained power gating essentially for free.
4.2 UDVS Test Chip
We have implemented a test chip in 90nm bulk CMOS to demonstrate LVD and
UDVS. This section describes the test chip architecture and provides measured results
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Figure 4-3: Block diagram of voltage dithered adder and critical path replica using
two local header switches for local voltage dithering (LVD).
Figure 4-4: Annotated die photograph showing accumulators with 0, 1, 2 and 3
headers. The size of one header is highlighted for reference.
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4.2.1 UDVS Test Chip Architecture
Figure 4-3 shows the primary block used for testing LVD on the test chip. The circuit
of interest is a 32-bit Kogge-Stone adder that can be configured as an accunmulator for
testing. In this figure, two pMOS header switches select between a high supply voltage
(VDDH) and a low supply voltage (VDDL) for the adder block. Other adders on the chip
have different numbers of header devices. A critical path replica ring oscillator shares
the same dithered voltage supply as the adder and sets the frequency of the clock
based on the selected voltage. The die photo in Figure 4-4 shows the accumulators
with different numbers of header switches used for testing, and the approximate area
of a single header switch is highlighted for reference.
Propagate, Generate creation
Kogge-Stone adder tree
Sums
Figure 4-5: Schematic of adder circuits. Kogge-Stone-based tree with inverting stages
of dot operators (at each reconvergence of the tree).
Placing a pMOS header switch in series with the power supply increases the de-
lay of the circuit because of the voltage drop across the on resistance of the header.
This effect is well-known and thoroughly analyzed in the context of power gating ap-
proaches such as multi-threshold CMOS (MTCM\OS). Numerous methods for sizing
such header devices are available, and most of them are designed to ensure that the
circuit never exceeds some delay penalty relative to the circuit without any headers.
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The header switches on the test chip are sized to keep the delay penalty less than
10%.
Figure 4-5 shows the architecture, and Figure 4-6 shows the circuit schematics
for the adder block on the test chip. The inverse of the propagate and generate
signals are calculated in the first stage, and these results are applied to the adder
tree. Each reconverging point in the tree has a "dot operator" circuit that calculates
the propagate and generate values for that stage. Each stage in our implementation is
inverting, so the two flavors of dot operator are shown in the critical path schematic.
Critical Path of Adder Tree ---
0 0 0
G2 PI GA G
P
Go G1 G,
=1 I 0 P1 =PHP
Figure 4-6: Circuits for Kogge-Stone adder. Inverting stages of dot operators are in
series along the critical path. Circuits do not require large stacks of transistors, which
degrade sub-threshold operation.
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Figure 4-7: Oscilloscope plot showing the clock and data from the 9Onm test chip
operating at 300mV, just below the minimum energy point. The adders functioned
to 200mV.
4.2.2 Measurements
Since UDVS scales the supply voltage from the full VDD down to the optimum VDD
for minimum energy, a UDVS system must consist of circuits that can function in
the sub-threshold region. This test chip uses static CMOS circuits to ensure robust
sub-threshold operation. The adder blocks on the test chip operate to below 200mV.
Figure 4-7 shows an oscilloscope plot of the adder on the 9Onm test chip operating in
sub-threshold at 300mV, just below the minimum energy voltage.
The minimum energy per operation point measured for the adder appears in Fig-
ure 4-8 at VDD =33OmV (f =50kHz) and 0.lpJ per addition for 25'C. Figure 4-8
also shows the measured effect of temperature on the total energy per cycle and
leakage energy per cycle. An increase in temperature lowers the mobility of MOS-
FETs and decreases the threshold voltage according to: Pu(T) = pTo)(-!)-M and
VT(T) ::-VT(To) - KT [78]. For above-threshold operation, the decreased mobil-
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ity dominates, and circuits slow down as they heat up. The leakage energy increases
quickly with temperature for VDD > VT because of the exponential dependence on the
lower threshold voltage. In the sub-threshold region, however, the increased current
also decreases the cycle delay, which causes the higher leakage currents to integrate
over a shorter cycle time. As a result, the leakage energy does not change enough with
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Figure 4-8: Measured energy per cycle in the sub-threshold region for input activity
of one. Minimum energy point occurs at 330mV (50kHz) and 0.lpJ per operation at
25 0 C. The optimum supply voltage is relatively insensitive to temperature variation.
temperature to greatly impact the optimum supply voltage. Figure 4-8 shows that
the measured effect of temperature on the minimum energy point is small, validating
the model in [75] and the analysis in Section 2.3.2. Figure 4-9 shows the measured
frequency of one of the critical path ring oscillators on the test chip versus VDD and
temperature, confirming the increase of performance at higher temperatures in the
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Figure 4-9: Measured ring oscillator frequency versus VDD and temperature.
Figure 4-10 illustrates the savings that LVD provides for the adder block on the
test chip when the rate varies. The dotted line shows operation at the highest rate
followed by ideal shutdown. The solid line shows the measured energy versus rate for
DVS assuming continuous voltage and frequency scaling. Selecting two rates from
the curve, 1 and 0.5 in the figure, and operating for the correct fraction of time at
each rate results in the dashed line that connects the quantized points, as described
previously. A local block with three headers can achieve closer to optimum savings
by selecting three rates and then dithering to connect those points on the plot.
While previously reported chip-wide approaches to voltage dithering have largely
ignored the overhead energy of their schemes, we have investigated and measured
the time and energy overhead of the LVD switching approach. Figure 4-11 shows
the test circuit used to measure the delay overhead of LVD. While the adder runs a
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Figure 4-10: Characterized local voltage dithering using measured results for 32-bit
Kogge-Stone adder.
Dither Signal
Start
Counter
Cornparato GaeClock
Critical Path |Trshol Gtn
Ring Oscillat r
Figure 4-11: Circuit for measuring timing overhead of LVD that gates the clock at
a VDD transition for a given number of cycles. The duration of this clock gating is
decreased until the circuit fails.
long accumulation, VDD dithers to and from the higher rate. The oscilloscope plot
in Figure 4-12 shows the divided ring oscillator output and the signal that selects
the supply voltage (dither) for a dithering cycle between full and 0.5 rate. When the
headers toggle VDD, a counter gates the clock for a specified number of cycles to ensure
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settling at the new voltage. Checking the accumulated value verifies correct operation
for every cycle. Measurements showed that the correct value was accumulated even
with only 1/2 cycle (minimum possible using the test circuit) of clock gating for
VDDL above 0.6V, which corresponds to a rate of 0.04. Thus, even conservative
settling times for this LVD implementation are on the order of a few cycles. This
measurement confirms that LVD can adjust to fast changes in the workload of the
local blocks.
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Figure 4-12: Oscilloscope plot showing the system clock while dithering between rate
0.5 (170MHz) and rate 1 (340MHz). Measurements show correct accumulation at
both transitions even no clock gating (see Figure 4-11).
In addition to timing overhead, there is energy overhead associated with the LVD
approach. The buffer network and control circuits that drive the header switches
consume energy every time they toggle the header switches to select a new supply
voltage for the adder circuit. We can relate this overhead switching energy to the
active switching energy of the adder block to determine its impact on overall energy
savings from the LVD approach. To this end, we normalize the effective overhead
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switched capacitance of the control and buffer circuits, COVERHEAD, to the effective
switched capacitance of the adder. The expression in Equation (4.2) shows the re-
lation that must hold true in order for LVD to provide energy savings for a given
transition.
NVADH - VDL + COVERHEADVADH (-2
Solving (4.2) for N gives the number of cycles that must occur at VDDL in order to
make switching to VDDL worthwhile for saving energy, as shown in (4.3).
N > COVERHEADVDDH (43)
- VDDH - VDDL
Measurements of the test chip show that COVERHEAD= 3.7 for the adder, so N is
only 12 for the adder block with VDDH=l.lV and VDDL=0. 9 (rate=0.5). Since the
control circuits on the test chip are relatively simple, the overhead energy for more
complicated control schemes, such as those that calculate the effective workload, has
the effect of increasing N.
4.3 UDVS System Considerations
1.0 V Drain-bulk diode 1.0 V
forward biased
0 0.3 V 0 0.3 V
1 1
1 .0 V 1.0 V Correct
(a) (b)
Figure 4-13: For UDVS, the bulk connections of the pMOS header switches have to
connect to the highest supply voltage.
The discussion to this point has assumed that the varying rate remains above
roughly a few percent. As previously mentioned, sub-threshold operation has proven
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to minimize energy for low performance applications. While scaling to sub-threshold
is rarely advantageous for full processors [77], local blocks or special applications
that require brief periods of high performance spend significant amounts of time
operating at effective rates that are orders of magnitude below one. Examples of
these applications include micro-sensor nodes, medical devices, wake-up circuitry for
processors, and local blocks on active processors. When performance is non-critical,
energy is minimized by operating at the minimum energy point that occurs because
of increased leakage energy at low frequency and then shutting down if there is more
timing slack.
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Figure 4-14: Ultra-Dynamic Voltage Scaling (UDVS) using two headers with one
variable dc-dc converter or using three headers (c.f. Figure 4-17).
Since LVD works well for high speed operation and operating at the minimum
energy point is optimal for low performance situations, we propose ultra-dynamic
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voltage scaling (UDVS) using local power switches [87]. This approach uses local
headers to perform LVD when high performance is necessary and selects a low voltage
for sub-threshold operation at the minimum energy point whenever performance is not
critical. As with LVD, all of the headers for a given block can turn off when the block
is idle to conserve standby power using power gating. Since the power switches in the
UDVS approach connect to different voltages that can differ substantially, they must
be configured carefully to prevent forward biasing the junction diodes. Figure 4-13
shows that connecting the bulk terminal of the header transistors to the source can
forward bias the drain-bulk diode when the VDDL switch is off. One solution to this
problem is to tie the bulk of all of the header switches to the highest supply voltage
as in Figure 4-13(b).
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For a system whose rate requirements vary evenly over the full range, the voltage
choices in Figure 4-15 provide a better match to the ideal energy profile, but the
minimum energy per operation is not achievable. If performance constraints prevent
a system from ever operating at the minimum energy point, the supply voltage can be
adjusted to higher voltages to achieve near optimal energy operation over the range
of higher rates (Figure 4-16).
VDDH VDDM VDDL VDDH
VDDL-adjustable
DVS Block
(a) (b)
UDVS Block
Figure 4-17: Options for UDVS headers at the system level.
Figure 4-17 shows two options for implementing the power supplies and headers
in a UDVS system. The straightforward option is to distribute three supply voltages
around the chip and to use three header switches at each block. The voltages VDDH,
VDDAI, and VDDL can be selected based on the system workload statistics as we
described above. The only advantage to using more than three power supplies is to
pin the UDVS energy profile to the ideal variable supply profile in more places. The
right-hand diagram in Figure 4-17 offers a second option for implementing UDVS.
When transitions between high and low performance mode are infrequent and the
amount of time in between transitions is long, two header switches may be paired
with one adjustable dc/dc converter for the same functionality. For example, during
high speed operation, the headers dither between 1.1V and 0.8V. When the rare
transition to low speed occurs, the dc/dc converter switches VDDL to 0.35V so that
all of the blocks can operate near their minimum energy points.
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For applications where some blocks operate in sub-threshold while others are at
higher voltages, special interfacing circuits are required at the low voltage region to
high voltage region interface. The type of level converters to be used will depend
on how the block interfaces to surrounding blocks. Ample previous work on level
converter circuits offers many choices for implementing the required interfaces. In a
full UDVS system with multiple blocks, each block has its own header devices so that
it can voltage dither based on its individual workload. Communication among blocks
occurs along a bus, which might be asynchronous to account for different operating
frequencies, and level converters interface to the bus as needed.
4.4 Summary and Conclusions
Local voltage dithering provides a flexible approach for saving energy in fixed through-
put systems. When saving energy becomes more important than meeting a perfor-
mance constraint, operating at the minimum energy point in sub-threshold offers the
best option. For many applications, sub-threshold operation will only make sense
when the rest of the chip is off (i.e. wake-up circuits) or when the entire chip is in
sub-threshold (i.e. micro-sensor node). This section proposes ultra-dynamic voltage
scaling, which combines dithering at high performance and minimum energy operation
for low performance scenarios. A 90nm bulk CMOS test chip, shown in Figure 4-4,
verifies the energy savings achievable by LVD and UDVS. This flexible approach al-
lows scaling across the full range of supply voltage and frequency in an energy efficient
fashion.
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Chapter 5
Sub-threshold SRAM
As described in the preceding chapters, sub-threshold digital circuit design has emerged
as a low energy solution for applications with strict energy constraints. Analysis of
sub-threshold designs has focused on logic circuits (e.g. [4]). The large fraction of
chip area often devoted to Static Random Access Memory (SRAM) makes low power
SRAM design very important as well. For system integration, SRAM must become
capable of operating at sub-threshold voltages that are compatible with sub-threshold
combinational logic. Scaling supply voltage for SRAMs has the additional benefit of
decreasing their leakage power and active energy. SRAMs comprise a significant per-
centage of the total area for many digital chips as well as the total power [7][94].
For this reason, SRAM leakage can dominate the total leakage of the chip, and large
switched capacitances in the bitlines and wordlines makes SRAM accesses costly in
terms of energy. Recent low power memories show a trend of lower voltages with some
designs holding state on the edge of the sub-threshold region (e.g. [8]). This scaling
promises to continue, leading to sub-threshold storage modes and even sub-threshold
operation for SRAMs operating in tandem with sub-threshold logic.
Before examining the details of SRAM operation in sub-threshold, we need to
understand what operating scenarios are possible for memory at a higher level. We can
define three broad regions of operation for an SRAM as shown in Table 5.1. Proper
system-level design of an SRAM to minimize total power and energy consumption
requires an understanding of these three modes.
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Table 5.1: System-level modes of operation for SRAM.
Operation Mode Must Keep Data Read/Write Accesses Allowed
Shutdown No No
Idle (Standby) Yes No
Active Yes Yes
The SRAM provides no functionality in the shutdown state, since any data it
previously held does not need to be retained. Consequently, this state provides the
lowest possible power consumption for an SRAM. Many applications, such as pro-
cessors in a PC, may not allow the shutdown state so long as the chip is powered
because data needs to be retained. Low power applications such as portable devices
or micro-sensor nodes, on the other hand, could easily incorporate SRAM blocks that
shutdown. For example, hardware accelerators on a micro-sensor node do not need to
retain data in their local memories when they are inactive. Since data retention dur-
ing shutdown is unimportant, minimizing total memory energy during a shutdown
period is equivalent to minimizing leakage power. Any overhead energy expended
when entering and exiting shutdown mode places a constraint on when to enter shut-
down (i.e., a break-even time), but it does not impact the minimum energy solution
once the memory has already entered shutdown. There are many techniques in the
literature that can contribute to lowering leakage power for SRAMs including power
gating and body biasing (see Section 5.1). For shutdown, VDD for the SRAM can
theoretically be reduced to zero.
The SRAM must retain data during the idle state, but it does not need to pro-
vide read or write accesses to that data. For a given length of idle time, the total
energy consumed by the SRAM equals the leakage energy. As with the shutdown
case, leakage energy is minimized when the leakage power is minimized. Thus, the
supply voltage can be reduced to lower leakage power, but it must remain above some
mininmum value to ensure that the bitcells retain their state [95][96]. Other leakage
reduction mechanisms are also available, some of which we describe in Section 5.1.
During active operation, the SRAM provides both read and write accesses to the
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bitcells. Total energy during active operation consists of both an active component
and a leakage component. The best approach to minimize the total energy in this case
will depend on the size and architecture of the memory and on the specific techniques
employed for reducing power. In many cases, idle and active operation are constrained
to the same voltage because multiple VDD values are not available. In the case of an
SRAM that can never lose its data (i.e., cannot enter shutdown mode), the leakage
component of total energy becomes a constant. Minimizing total energy becomes
a matter of reducing VDD to lower the active energy and of reducing the effective
switched capacitance for a memory access through architectural adjustments.
Although the final system-level design for an embedded low power SRAM depends
on how it will function using the three modes we have described, it is clear that lower-
ing the supply voltage is advantageous for reducing the total SRAM power and energy
consumption in most cases. The difficulties of operating an SRAM in sub-threshold
require both circuit and architectural innovations. The benefits of overcoming these
problems are significant, however, since low energy SRAM is essential for enabling
ultra-low energy systems.
This chapter describes the investigation of an SRAM capable of operating in the
sub-threshold region. Although little previous work addresses this problem directly,
we first provide a survey of related low power SRAM techniques from the literature in
Section 5.1. Then Section 5.2 describes several key problems that prevent traditional
six transistor (6T) bitcells from functioning properly in sub-threshold in a 65nm
bulk CMOS process. Section 5.3 takes a deeper look at cell stability by showing
and modeling the dependence of Static Noise Margin (SNM) on various parameters.
Section 5.4 shows the bitcell that we developed to overcome these challenges to sub-
threshold functionality, and Section 5.5 provides results from a 256kb SRAM test
chip that uses the new bitcell.
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5.1 Low Power SRAM Design
This chapter focuses on reducing SRAM leakage power and active energy using pri-
marily the supply voltage knob. There are many other techniques that can be used
in conjunction with voltage scaling. A system-ready SRAI will most likely consist
of a holistic mixture of techniques that provide additional gains on top of supply
voltage scaling. The following discussion of previous work highlights low power de-
sign approaches that are pertinent to extreme voltage scaling or that are congenial
to combination into a sub-threshold memory system.
5.1.1 SRAM Overview
To provide background for understanding previous low power techniques, this sec-
tion gives a brief overview of the traditional 6T SRAM bitcell and its operation in
the above-threshold voltage region. Despite numerous attempts to improve upon
it, the 6T cell has remained the bitcell of choice for SRAM designs because of its
relatively wide noise margins [97]. Figure 5-1 shows a schematic for the basic 6T bit-
cell. This bitcell essentially consists of back-to-back inverters that store the cell state
BL WL BLB
M3 M6
M2 M5
Q I-,MI M4j QB
Figure 5-1: Schematic for a standard 6T bitcell.
(MI1,M 3 ,14, and H6 in Figure 5-1) and access transistors for reading and writing (AM2
and A15 in Figure 5-1).
Figure 5-2 gives a simple example of a memory architecture that uses the 6T
SRAM [98]. An array of bitcells is arranged into rows and columns. Each row lies
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Bitlines Array of Bitcells
Row 7 Accessed Bitcell
Address Wordlines
- 4- - - - -- 4- -Wdne
Sense-amps /Drivers
Column
Address Column Decoder
Input/Output Data
Figure 5-2: Standard architecture for an SRAM using the 6T bitcell.
along a wordline (WL), and each column is associated with a bitline (BL) pair. The
memory address is divided into a row address and a column address. Decoder circuits
use the applied address to select the correct wordline and bitline pair for a memory
access. For a write access, the wordline is asserted (goes to '1') to turn on the
access transistors (MA2 and M 5 ). The bitlines (BL and BLB) are driven to the correct
differential value to write into the cell. The bitline driving a '0' will overwrite the
data held by the cross-coupled inverters assuming that the bitcell is sized correctly
[98]. For a read access, the bitlines are precharged to '1', then the wordline is asserted
at the same time as the bitlines are allowed to float. The internal node of the bitcell
that holds a '0' will pull its bitline low through the access transistor. Usually, a sense
amplifier will detect this differential voltage on the bitlines before it becomes very
large and amplify it to full voltage values. Sense amps are used primarily to speed
up the read process or to avoid the energy overhead of fully discharging the large
capacitance of the bitlines.
When the bitcell is holding data, its wordline is low so M 2 and M5 are off. In
order to hold its data properly, the back-to-back inverters must maintain bi-stable
operating points. The best measure of the ability of these inverters to maintain their
state is the bitcell's SNM [6]. The SNM is the maximum amount of voltage noise
that can be introduced at the outputs of the two inverters such that the cell retains
its data. SNM\ quantifies the amount of voltage noise required at the internal nodes
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of a bitcell to flip the cell's contents.
BL WL BLB
VN
M3 4_M6
M2 M5
Q MI M4 QB
VN
Inverter 1 Inverter 2
Figure 5-3: Schematic for 6T bitcell showing voltage noise sources for finding SNM [6].
0.3 - VTC for inverter 2
VTC- for inverter 1
VTC for nv 2 with VN=SNM
VTC 1 for inv 1 with VN=SNM
V IN
0
0 0.15 0.3
0 (V)
Figure 5-4: The length of the side of the largest embedded square in the butterfly
curve is the SNM. When both curves move by more than this amount (e.g. VN=SNM),
then the bitcell is mono-stable, losing its data.
Figure 5-3 shows a conceptual setup for modeling SNM [6]. Noise sources having
value VN are introduced at each of the internal nodes in the bitcell. As VN increases,
the stability of the cell changes. Figure 5-4 shows the most common way of repre-
senting the SNM graphically for a bitcell holding data. The figure plots the VTC of
Inverter 2 from Figure 5-3 and the inverse VTC from Inverter 1. Figure 5-5 shows the
equivalent circuits from the bitcell used to generate the VTCs in the butterfly plot.
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VN M6 M3 VN
1_Q +- QB Q +- Q F
M4 Ml 3-eQ
outputs
Inverter 2 Inverter 1
(a) VTC for inverter 2 (b) VTC for inverter 1
Figure 5-5: Equivalent circuits for 6T bitcell for finding VTCs in the butterfly curve.
(a) shows the equivalent circuit for the VTC of inverter 2, where Q is swept and the
output is at QB. (b) shows the equivalent circuit for the VTC of inverter 1, where QB
is swept and the output is at Q (the butterfly curve shows the inverse of this because
Q is on the x-axis).
The resulting two-lobed curve is called a "butterfly curve" and is used to determine
the SNM. The SNM is defined as the length of the side of the largest square that
can be embedded inside the lobes of the butterfly curve [6]. To understand why this
definition holds, consider the case when the value of VN increases from 0. On the
plot, this causes the VTC 1 for Inverter 1 in the figure to move downward and the
VTC for Inverter 2 to move to the right. As VN increases, the metastable point moves
closer to one of the stable points in the plot (the lower-right point in this example).
Once both curves move by the SNM value, the metastable point becomes coincident
with one stable point, and the curves meet at only two points. Any further noise flips
the cell.
Although the SNM is certainly important during hold, cell stability during active
operation represents a more significant limitation to SRAM operation. Specifically,
at the onset of a read access, the wordline is '1' and the bitlines are still precharged
to '1' as Figure 5-6 illustrates. The internal node of the bitcell that represents a zero
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M2 M5
1 M4 0
(a)
M3 M6
M2 QB IQ M5
MI inputs FM4 BM4 Q
(b) (c)
Figure 5-6: Schematic of the 6T bitcell at the onset of a read access (a). WL has
just gone high, and both BLs are precharged to VDD. The voltage dividing effect
across M 4 and M 5 pulls up node QB, which should be OV, and degrades the SNM.
(b) shows the equivalent circuit of the bitcell for plotting the VTC of inverter 1 in the
butterfly curve (QB input, Q output). (c) shows the equivalent circuit of the bitcell
for plotting the VTC of inverter 2 in the butterfly curve (Q input, QB output).
gets pulled upward through the access transistor due to the voltage dividing effect
across the access transistor (M 2 ,M5 ) and drive transistor (M1 ,M4). This increase in
voltage severely degrades the SNM during the read operation (read SNM). Figure 5-7
shows example butterfly curves during hold and read that illustrate the degradation
in SNM during read. The voltage dividing effect causes the lower half of the VTC for
each inverter (when its V, is high) to pull upwards relative to its original position,
squashing the lobes of the butterfly curve.
The following discussions of previous work deal with variations to this standard
6T bitcell and architecture. The focus of most of the works we report is to lower
power, and many of the techniques can be combined with the sub-threshold SRAM
that this thesis presents.
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Figure 5-7: Example butterfly curve plots for SNM during hold and read.
5.1.2 Voltage Scaling
Scaling of the supply voltage and other voltages related to SRAM operation has
become a popular method for improving on the basic architecture. Table 5.2 shows
a sampling of the different methods of voltage scaling applied to SRAM operation.
The significance of SRAM power has produced a trend of memory design aimed at
lower voltage operation. Exploiting DVS for SRAM is one motivation for designing
a voltage-scalable memory. A 0. 18pm 32kB four-way associative cache offers DVS
compatability from 120MHz, 1.7mW at 0.65V to 1.04GHz, 530mW at 2V [111]. This
memory uses high VT in the bitcell array and low VT transistors in the peripheral
circuits. Since lowering VDD amplifies the difference in delays between these two
VT regions, the architecture uses dummy bitlines to adapt the timing correctly with
scaling. The bitcell itself is lithographically symmetrical to reduce the impact of
lithographical mismatch on delay at lower VDD, similar to [112]. Although DVS can
provide power reduction for active memories, the more common approach to voltage
scaling is to implement it primarily for idle SRAM blocks.
Reducing the voltage in an idle memory array lowers the standby power. Figure 5-
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Table 5.2: Voltage scaling approaches used for SRAM.
Voltage Approach Source(s)
lower in standby [94][96] [99] [8] [100
raise always [101][102]
bitcell VDD raise for read access [8] [1031
float or lower for write [8][104
float for read access [104]
raise in standby [105]
raise in standby [105][106][107][108][7][109][100]
bitcell Vss raise or float for write access [7] [110]
lower for read access [103]
wordline negative for standby [99] [104]
WL driver VDD lower in standby [7]
well biasing change with mode [99] [103]
bitline VDD lower for standby [106]
Active Idle
VDD
vss
(a)
Active Idle
(b)
Active Idle
(c)
Figure 5-8: General approaches using voltage scaling
Lowering VDD (a), raising Vss (b), or both (c).
to lower idle power in SRAN.
8 shows three general methods for implementing standby voltage scaling. The power
supply itself is reduced in Figure 5-8(a) (e.g.
is increased in Figure 5-8(b) (e.g. [105][106][
[94][96][99][8]), the ground voltage
107][108][7][109]), and both rails are
scaled in Figure 5-8(c) (e.g. [100]). For the case where VDD is lowered for idle cells,
the minimum voltage for retaining bistability was theorized in [46] and modeled for
SRAM in [96]. Implementations of SRAM using lower VDD in standby are available
[99] along with software policies to determine when to enter the lower leakage mode
[94].
One issue for deeply voltage scaled SRAM is Soft Error Rate (SER). Soft errors
occur when an alpha particle or cosmic ray strikes a memory node and disrupts it
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such that it loses its value. Since the susceptibility of a memory node to a soft error
is proportional to the amount of charge stored there, there is a minimum amount of
capacitance that should be present in a cell to keep SER acceptably low [113]. Since
bitcell storage capacitance decreases with scaling and voltage scaling further reduces
the stored charge, SER is a concern for sub-threshold memory. Fortunately, there
are methods for taking care of soft errors. Studies of soft errors have shown that
multi-cell errors from a single strike only occur in a limited number of cells along a
wordline (2 to 3) [114]. Thus, physically interspersing bits from different words can
prevent multi-errors from occurring in a single word [114]. The additional application
of error correcting codes using parity bits can fix any such errors that occur. A chip
that implements these techniques reports excellent success in reducing SER [106].
A common alternative to lowering VDD for reducing standby leakage is to increase
the virtual ground node, Vss, as in Figure 5-8(b). By explicitly raising Vss or allowing
it to float to higher voltages, transistor VDS reduces and RBB further reduces leakage
by increasing device VTs. In [7] and [106], Vss is raised explicitly to 0.3V and 0.5V,
respectively. In [108], the virtual ground node is allowed to float, and its voltage is
limited by a diode-connected transistor.
Scaling the supply rail voltages is often supplemented by other leakage reduc-
ing approaches for standby. For example, negatively biasing the wordlines reduces
leakage into the bitcells through the access transistors [99][104]. The negative word-
lines are combined with VDD lowering and with N-well biasing to match pMOS and
nMOS leakage currents in [99]. Further precautions such as nMOS pullups on the
bitlines lighten the stress on the negatively driven access transistor gates. The delay
associated with charging VDD is estimated to be only 5% of the total read delay [99].
Well-biasing is also used specifically for leakage reduction in standby [115][103]. In
[103], a triple-well process allows RBB during standby and Forward Body Bias (FBB)
during active operation. The various voltages required for this approach are generated
off chip, and thick oxide devices are required in some places to withstand larger than
normal gate voltages.
Other memories play more tricks with voltage supplies. In [101][102], the VDD to
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the bitcells always is boosted relative to the periphery's VDDby 100mV, and the chip
works to a periphery voltage of 0.4V. The higher VDD at the cross-coupled inverters
improves Read SNM and reduces read delay by strengthening the drive transistors
relative to the access transistors. The same effect degrades the ability to write, so
the pMOS transistors in the bitcell use higher VT to allow robust write operation.
Deep Idle Idle Read Write
memory
0.3V O.3VVSS
WL
VDD
x
0.8V
uv
1.2V
1.2V
sense-amp
1.2V
periphery
Vss 5 V
Figure 5-9: Voltage scaling strategies for different operating modes in [7].
A large SRAM in [7] uses three supply voltages (0.3V, 0.8V, and 1.2V) to imple-
ment different operational modes as illustrated in Figure 5-9. During deep standby,
Vss increases to 0.3V, the wordline VDD drops to 0.8V using a diode-connected FET,
and the sense amps and other peripherals are fully power gated by pulling their ground
nodes to 1.2V. Vss also is increased to an entire row during write access.
An SRAM proposed in [8] for a CMOS-SOI process floats VDD to an accessed
row during both read and write as shown in Figure 5-10. During reading, the rising
wordline pulse is intentionally coupled onto the floating VDD of the bitcells by routing
the wordline directly alongside the virtual power rail. This improves both the read
SNM and speed. During a write access, the floating VDD collapses to make writing
easier. A diode stack serves to raise 1s during standby.
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Figure 5-10: Voltage is boosted to accessed cells using capacitive coupling from the
wordline in [8].
Clearly, previous efforts have explored many options for voltage scaling. However,
none have yet pushed voltage scaling into the sub-threshold region during active
operation.
5.1.3 Write Access
Although the write access to an SRAM bitcell historically causes fewer problems than
read and occurs less frequently, it has received increased attention lately. This section
highlights a class of approaches that adapts well to sub-threshold operation.
During a write access in the normal implementation, there is a ratioed fight be-
tween the cross-coupled inverters in the bitcell and the write driver combined with
the access transistor. We describe this issue in detail in Section 5.2.1. One approach
to remove the ratioed nature of this fight cuts off either one of the supply rails inside
the bitcell to weaken the cross-coupled inverters. This approach might simply allow
the virtual node to float or might actively drive it to a different value. Examples exist
for both a virtual ground node [104] [7] [7][116] and a virtual power node [81.
One issue with writing is that the power expended to drive the full capacitance
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of the bitlines full-swing may be unnecessary. Several approaches have emerged to
execute the write with lower swing bitlines. One example that extends the concept
described above adds an extra nMOS in series with the VsS rail in the 6T bitcell
[110]. During a write, this nFET turns off so that the internal Ys node floats. Then
the write drivers assert a small differential voltage ( VDD/6) on the bitlines. Finally,
the tail nFET turns back on and the feedback inside the cell amplifies the bitline
differential and drives it to full swing. All of the cells along the wordline are written
at once, and they can share the Vss-gating switch. This approach reportedly reduces
power by 90% [110].
Since sizing is a less effective knob in sub-threshold, the ratioed nature of tradi-
tional write access creates a problem. The technique of weakening the cross-coupled
inverters by gating their supply voltage or ground node removes this problem and
seems applicable to sub-threshold memories.
5.1.4 Data Sensing for SRAM Read
Traditional SRAM designs use sense amplifiers to detect small voltage differentials
on the bitlines and to amplify them to full-swing. Changes in technology resulting
from DSM scaling are reducing the improvements achieved by differential sensing. As
technologies scale, the contribution of the interconnect to bitline capacitance begins
to dominate the diffusion capacitance of the cells [117]. This effect means that the
differential signal development does not speed up much with smaller technologies.
Also, large numbers of cells on the bitline contribute leakage currents that oppose
the desired discharge, slowing the differential signal development even further. As
a result, differential SRAMs use fewer cells on a bitline pair by about 2x every 2
generations with 64 or fewer rows per bitline in 0.13pm technology [1181. Device sizes
in the sense amplifier must increase with technology scaling to account for varia-
tions, so the overall area and delay efficiency of the sense amplifier approach degrades
[117]. The comparison of the two approaches in [117] for a 512-row by four-column
block shows that small signal reading is more area efficient and faster for technologies
larger than 90m. However, at 90nm1 and below, the large signal approach maintains
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roughly constant area efficiency while its delay reduces with technology in proportion
to the delay of generic logic. In contrast, the small signal approach does not de-
crease the delay much as technology scales, and its area efficiency drops significantly.
Below 90nm, large signal sensing offers faster read times for similar area efficiency
[117]. For these reasons, single-ended sensing offers a competitive alternative in deep
sub-micron technologies to differential sensing in terms of area efficiency and delay
[118][117]. This full-swing, single-ended approach to reading also appears in [119]
and [120]. If full-swing read shows promise for DSM above-threshold SRAMs, then
it is worth exploring for sub-threshold operation as well. Scaling full-swing read into
sub-threshold promises to be much simpler than designing a sense-amplifier that is
capable of operating across both regions.
Bitline leakage has become a significant problem for both single-ended and dif-
ferential sensing read circuits. Bitline leakage refers simply to leakage currents from
the bitline that primarily go into unaccessed bitcells. For an unaccessed bank, bitline
leakage increases the standby power of the memory. During access, bitline leakage
creates several problems. At the onset of a read access, bitline leakage can oppose
the on-current of the accessed cell and increase delays for the read operation or even
create reading errors. The worst-case bitline leakage occurs when all of the rows in
a bank hold the complement of the value in the cell that is addressed. Thus, on
the bitline that should be '1', leakage through the access transistors into unaccessed
cells acts to pull down the bitline voltage. If this leakage is large enough, then the
'1' bitline can initially drop its voltage even faster than the bitline which properly
should be 0'. Thus, it takes much longer for the bitline differential to develop such
that the sense amplifier can turn on. In the case of single-ended read, the degraded
'1' value must be distinguishable from its counterpart in steady-state for functional
correctness.
Previous work addresses bitline leakage in several ways. First, as we mentioned
above, the number of rows on a bitline is decreasing with technology scaling to reduce
the impact of bitline leakage. Fine-grained partitioning of larger bitlines into hier-
archical stages with the lowest level touching only a limited number of cells has the
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same purpose (e.g. [119]). For reducing bitline leakage only during standby, previous
work has applied RBB to the access transistors [103] and lowered the bitline voltage
relative to VDD [1061. Other approaches seek to reduce bitline leakage during an ac-
cess through circuit modifications. Reducing the voltage of the unaccessed wordlines
to a negative value has become popular (e.g. [99]). This creates a negative VGS for
the off access transistors and reduces their sub-threshold leakage exponentially, but
it requires the overhead of creating a negative voltage. It can also potentially cause
problems by over-stressing the gate oxides in the access transistors. A different ap-
proach boosts the wordline voltage relative to the biteell VDD during an access (e.g.
[121][122]). This strengthens the drive current of the accessed bitcell and speeds up
the differential development on the bitlines. By strengthening the access transistor
relative to the drive nMOS inside the cell, however, this approach degrades Read
SNM.
One more complicated approach to bitline leakage involves measuring the actual
leakage current and then compensating for it directly [123]. During the precharge
stage, the leakage on the bitlines is allowed to discharge the voltage at certain bias
nodes, effectively storing a measure of the leakage on each bitline. During the access
stage, the stored values are used to inject a current to each bitline that compensates
the leakage. This allows the read access to continue without seeing the negative effects
of the bitline leakage. This approach has the disadvantage of adding delay overhead
for measuring and injecting the compensation currents.
A simpler compensation approach equalizes bitline leakage onto the two bitlines
to first order by adding two transistors to the 6T bitcell. The new 8T bitcell con-
nects its extra transistors from nodes Q and QB to the opposite bitlines from the
original access transistors and sets their gates to '0' [124], as shown in Figure 5-11.
This scheme essentially forces the worst-case amount of leakage onto each bitline but
ensures that this leakage is the same for both bitlines. This equalization of current
reduces the bitline differential development time by around 80% by removing the
need for the accessed transistor to first overcome the voltage offset created by leakage
[124]. Interestingly, although the bitcell itself is 40% larger, the resulting cache has
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hL J71
Figure 5-11: An 8T bitcell in [8] equalizes leakage to the bitlines by forcing the
worst-case leakage current to both.
6% smaller area due to the integration of 256 rows per bitline rather than only 16
rows [124].
5.1.5 Address Decoding
The address decoder uses the address to determine which memory cell requires ac-
cessing and asserts the appropriate wordline and bitlines. Since decoding lies on the
critical path for a memory access, the primary concern has been to decrease the delay
of these circuits. However, several previous papers have examined address decoder
circuits with power in mind. The input capacitance of local and global word drivers
is a large contributor to power and delay. Setting the input stage of the word drivers
to minimum size and then independently sizing up that chain with fanout of four in
each successive stage to drive the actual wordline load achieves near the optimum
power-delay curve [125]. Architectures using divided wordlines to reduce power and
delay by lowering the capacitance are also popular (e.g. [126]).
The actual circuits used to implement the decoders vary from simple static gates
to dynamic logic to pulsed and self resetting logic. For decoders using static logic,
two-input NAND gates followed by inverters offer the minimum delay solution [127].
In [128], two-input gates are proven to be best for the decoding stages that follow
the pre-decoder, sizing for a fanout of four is optimum even when considering RC
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interconnect parasitics.
Some fancier options are also available. Since only the 0 -+ 1 transition needs to be
fast for the wordline, the assert and de-assert paths can be decoupled by using a reset
pullup in the static NAND gates. This permits skewing the sizes of the transistors on
the assert path to make the gates faster for the critical transition, and it saves power
by reducing the sizes of the de-assert transistors [125]. Converting the decoded signal
to a pulse and adding extra pre-decode logic enables both the capacitive load and the
number of stages along the critical path to decrease in [129]. Pulsed circuits coupled
with self-resetting CMOS logic are combined with redundant wordlines in [130] to
decrease delay.
5.1.6 Alternative Bitcells
This section gives a sampling of the types of changes that have been proposed for the
standard 6T bitcell. These alternative bitcells divide roughly into two classes: cells
that trade off some metric (e.g. SNM, speed) for reduced area and cells that trade
off area to improve some characteristic of the memory (e.g. faster, lower power).
BL WL BLB P1 P2
N1 N2
(a) (b)
Figure 5-12: Four transistor bitcells. Leakage through low VT pMOS access transistors
provide the load for the cell in (a) [91, and manipulating the sources of the transistors
in (b) provides access to the biteell [10].
Smaller bitcells that retain static behavior reduce SRAM cost by reducing the
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area. Figure 5-12(a) shows one example of a 4T bitcell uses cross-coupled nMOS
pull-downs with no explicit load and two pMOS access transistors [9]. Write and
read accesses to this cell occur similarly to 6T, but the cell depends on a relationship
between the off-currents of the pMOS and nMOS transistors to ensure that it does
not need refreshing during hold. Specifically, 'offP > IoffN to provide a load for the
cross-coupled nMOS transistors. Lower VT pMOS transistors are used to maintain
this relationship [9]. Figure 5-12(b) shows a second type of 4T bitcell consisting of
cross-coupled inverters only [10][131]. The sources of all four transistors are used for
reading and writing. To write, the supply voltage to the cross-coupled pair is lowered
and then the source of one nMOS or the other is pulled high to flip the cell. To read,
the source of one nMOS is driven to a higher voltage and a current sensor examines
the change in current (if any) that occurs in the opposite inverter. Although the
area of this cell is lower, it suffers from complicated peripherals, sensitivity to voltage
levels, and difficulty integrating cells into large arrays.
BL WL
virtual
ground
Figure 5-13: Single ended read and write access allow the omission of one access
transistor in this 5T bitcell. Single-ended write is enabled by allowing the labelled
virtual ground node to float during write access [11].
Figure 5-13 shows a 5T bitcell that looks like a 6T bitcell minus one access tran-
sistor and one bitline [11]. Both read and write accesses are single-ended and occur
from the single bitline. The source of the nMOS driving the readable node connects
to a virtual rail. During write, this virtual ground node floats in a fashion similar
to the collapsing supply methods we discussed in Section 5.1.3. A second 5T cell in
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0.18ptm CMOS looks like the 5T bitcell in 11] but without the virtual ground node
[132]. The cell is sized so that writing occurs in a single-ended fashion via the single
bitline. Since driving the bitline to VDD writes a '1', the bitline must precharge to
an intermediate value for read accesses. In this implementation, the optimal value is
600mV. A sense-amplifier compares this mid-rail value to the accessed bitline after
the wordline goes to '1' and the accessed bitcell has pulled its bitline either higher or
lower than 600mV. This bitcell reduces area and bitline leakage, but the Read SNM
degrades by about 50% [132].
Some variations on the 6T bitcell preserve its basic structure. For example, the
'asymmetrical cell' in [119][120] is precisely a 6T bitcell, but it uses asymmetrical
sizing. Write operation uses both bitlines in the normal fashion, but the read access
is single-ended and full swing using just one bitline. Since the read occurs on only
one side of the cell, asymmetrical sizing can shift the VTCs of the inverters in the
cell to increase the Read SNM on that side, improving the bitcell's capacity for low
voltage operation. This SRAM also uses divided wordlines and split bitlines. Other
variations on the 6T bitcell explore combinations of transistors having either high VT
or low VT [101][102][118]. An analysis of several dual VT bitcell designs asserts that
the best delay, power tradeoff occurs for a bitcell with minimum length, low VT access
transistors, high VT cross-coupled inverters, and a low VT periphery [118].
BL WL BLB
Figure 5-14: A 7T bitcell that takes advantage of the predominance of zeros at the
bit level to decrease gate leakage [12].
Some larger bitcells utilize extra area to improve some characteristic of the SRAM
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relative to a 6T design. Figure 5-14 shows an asymmetric 7T cell that inserts an extra
transistor in series with the gate of one of the nMOS drive transistors [12]. This
bitcell takes advantage of the predominance of zeros at the bit level in most scenarios
to decrease the gate leakage of the bitcell at the cost of area and degraded speed for
reading on one side. Other examples of larger cells include the 7T bitcell discussed
in Section 5.1.3 that uses an additional cell to reduce write power [110] and the 8T
bitcell described in Section 5.1.4 that equalizes bitline leakage to improve read access
speed [124].
5.1.7 Embedded SRAM versus Embedded DRAM
Trends in micro-processor design and ASIC design for embedded systems indicate
that memory consumes increasingly more die area. Integrated level-I caches on micro-
processors significantly increase speed relative to off chip caches. Even level-2 caches
are starting to appear on the same die as the processor. For reasons of cost and
speed, these integrated memories traditionally are implemented as SRAM. The huge
advantage to SRAM for embedded memory is its direct compatability to logic pro-
cess technologies. Improvements to process technology coupled with the need for
integrating more memory onto a single die fuels a new movement to integrate Dy-
namic Random Access Memory (DRAM) onto the same die as logic. DRAM's higher
density allows more memory to fit on the die, and it typically outperforms SRAM
in speed. In order for embedded DRAM to work, it clearly must be manufacturable
in the same process as the logic. This can occur in one of three ways. First, adding
metal layers to a commodity DRAM process allows logic to be implemented on a
classically DRAM die. The logic in this case will have lousy performance. Secondly,
DRAM can be added to a logic process by adding processing steps. This approach
increases the cost of production and typically results in a larger DRAM cell than
the commodity product. The larger cell comes from the different method of aligning
salicided gates for logic, which prevents the use of commodity DRAM's self-aligned
contact step [1331. The current method of choice is adding steps to a logic process
to allow the inclusion of DRAM. The number and cost of the extra steps can be
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significant, because there is a large disparity between a typical logic process and a
commodity DRAM process [134].
One example of an embedded DRAM (eDRAM) technology for 0.18pim CMOS
adds a trench capacitor module and four extra masks to the standard logic process
[135]. Implementing the eDRAM cell as a trench capacitor is easier than using the
alternative of a stacked capacitor (STC) cell, because the STC cell has a significantly
larger height than the logic circuits, making integration difficult [133]. As expected,
the eDRAM bitcell in this 0.18pm eDRAM process is larger than its commodity
counterpart. This eDRAM process has a retention time of greater than 256ms at
85 0C [135].
A 16Mb eDRAM operates at 0.6V and 205MHz, consuming 39mW [136]. Al-
though this paper does not report the extra processing steps required, it does state
that the eDRAM uses dual VT transistors, FBB and RBB, triple wells, and two extra
external voltage supplies in addition to the biteell VDD. The FBB and RBB improve
speed and lower standby power, respectively. The storage capacitor in the bitcell is
40fF, and the memory has a 128ms refresh time at 0.55V and 85 0 C [136].
A 10Mb eDRAM differs from the previous examples in that it is built in unmodified
150nm CMOS logic process [137]. The bitcell consists of two pMOS transistors. One
pMOS acts as a planar MOS storage capacitor of 5fF. The gate voltage of this pMOS
stays at negative 100mV to ensure that the channel remains inverted despite the
stored value. The access transistor has a longer than minimum gate length and uses
wordlines at negative 150mV when it is unaccessed to reduce leakage current and
extend refresh time. This bitcell gives ~ 3X reduction in bit density relative to
SRAM. Due to the smaller storage capacitance and unmodified process, the refresh
time is shortened to 100ps at 110'C. The refresh power of 42mW is similar to the
leakage power of a 6T SRAM of the same area, but the bit density is 3X better for
the DRAM. The chip needs 6% redundancy to account for bit errors [137].
Integrated DRAMs tend to cost around 25% more than commodity DRAMs [134].
For this reason, embedded DRAM will have a higher per-chip cost, but it might
still make sense when evaluated at the system level. In applications where eDRAM
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replaces some off-chip storage or where high bandwidths are necessary, it can cut
total costs. As eDRAM becomes a more developed field, the number of extra steps
added to a logic process will reduce to just the storage node and transfer gate [134].
The ideal embedded DRAM provides compatability with a logic process and re-
quires as few extra processing steps as possible. Due to its smaller size, embedded
DRAM offers higher memory density, faster speed, and comparable power to SRAM.
The increased cost of extra processing steps and added complexity is the primary
disadvantage of eDRAM. Additionally, eDRAM designs cannot easily port to new
technologies the way that logic does because they follow non-scalable rules [134].
Embedded DRAM can be optimized for high speed, low-cost, and low-voltage by tai-
loring the design and processing steps [133]. With this flexibility and the improvement
of eDRAM processes, eDRAM is sure to gain a share of the embedded memory mar-
ket. However, the low cost, reduced complexity, and scalability of embedded SRAM
ensure that it will continue to be the right choice for embedded memory for a wide
range of different chips.
5.2 6-Transistor SRAM Bitcell in Sub-threshold
Traditional 6T SRAMs face many challenges in DSM technologies, and low VDD
operation exacerbates the problems. This section describes key obstacles to sub-
threshold SRAM operation for a 65nm process. Predictions in [1381 suggest that
process variations will limit standard 90nm SRAMs to around 0.7V operation for
two primary reasons: degradation of SNM and reduced write margin. Variations in
the bitcell transistors caused by phenomena such as global process variation, random
doping mismatch, and temperature changes degrade the SNM. The impact of random
local variation increases for DSM devices because of the smaller transistor channel
area. In the sub-threshold region, variations in the threshold voltage impact delay
and current exponentially. Previous work has measured the minimum voltage for
retaining SRAM state during idle mode at several hundred millivolts for a 90nm
memory [96]. Interestingly, the sensitivity of the SNM to threshold voltage mismatch
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actually decreases in the sub-threshold region [8], but the lower VDD decreases the
absolute value of SNM. Likewise, write access into the biteell becomes less certain at
lower supply voltages. Since standard write operation depends on a carefully balanced
ratio of currents, processing variation makes this ratio difficult to maintain as VDD
decreases, leading to errors during write access.
These practical problems associated with low voltage operation for SRAMs limit
the traditional 6T bitcell and architecture to higher voltage, above-threshold opera-
tion. Reports in the literature of 65nm SRAMs confirm this voltage barrier. A 65nm
SRAM built in a dynamic-double-gate SOI (D2G-SOI) process functions to 0.7V in
[116]. The authors analyze their design for bulk CMOS and report that it cannot
operate below 1.OV [116]. A bulk CMOS 65nm SRAM also reports its minimum
operating voltage as 0.7V [107].
Our results confirm that SNM degradation and inability to write are the two most
significant obstacles to sub-threshold SRAM functionality in 65nm. We examine the
SNM problem in greater detail in Section 5.3. This section examines the critical
problems with write and read operation for a 65nm 6T SRAM in sub-threshold.
5.2.1 Write Operation
BL WL=1 BLB
M3 M6
M2 
M5
Q=0 QB=1
I MI M4 0
Figure 5-15: Schematic showing conceptual write of '1' into node 'Q' in the 6T bitcell.
Data shown for Q and QB must be overwritten.
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Figure 5-15 shows a 6T bitcell at the onset of a write operation. The write drivers
are applying the new bit values to the bitlines, but the cell still holds the old values.
In order for Q and QB to convert from their old values ('0' and '1') to their new values
('1' and '0'), the write drivers must overpower the feedback inside the cell. Since the
nMOS access transistors, M 2 and M 5 , are poor at driving a '1', the key to proper
write operation lies with writing the new '0' correctly. This requirement presents a
well-known sizing problem for above-threshold design. Specifically, there is a ratioed
fight between the pMOS inside the cell that holds a '1' and the series combination of
the nMOS access transistor and the write driver [98]. In Figure 5-15, the write driver
on BLB and M 5 must overpower M 6 to write a '0' to node QB.
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Figure 5-16: Example VTCs for write access showing write 'SNM'. A negative write
SNM indicates a successful write to the mono-stable point (a). If the write SNM
remains positive, then the write fails because the state of the bitcell is not changed -
example shown in (b).
When the write operation succeeds, the bitcell becomes mono-stable, forcing the
internal voltages to the correct values. Figure 5-16(a) shows a butterfly curve of
a bitcell displaying correct write operation. This is the same type of plot used to
demonstrate SNM for the bitcell. During a successful write, there are no lobes on
the butterfly curve. Using the SNM terminology, we can say that the 'write SNM' is
negative. If the VTC and inverse VTC curves on the plot shift by an amount equal to
the write SNM, then the cell will regain bi-stability. Figure 5-16(b) gives a different
example of a positive write SNM that corresponds to a failure to write the bitcell. In
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this particular example, the static characteristics of the butterfly curve show that the
write driver and access transistor cannot sufficiently overpower the bitcell's feedback
to write Q='1'. The key to achieving a successful write in the traditional fashion,
then, is to ensure that the access transistor and write driver win the fight with the
pMOS pull-up inside the bitcell.
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Figure 5-17: Plot showing the impact of relative pMOS and nMOS on-current on
voltage at internal bitcell node. Ip > IN (a), Ip IN (b), Ip < IN (c).
For above-threshold operation, nMOS current usually exceeds pMOS current by a
few times for iso-size because of the difference in device mobility. The sizing difference
between M6 and M 5 (or M 3 and M 2) therefore does not need to be large to ensure
that the access transistor can pull down the internal node during a write. In sub-
threshold operation, however, this is a different matter. The ratio of currents in a
pMOS and nMOS of the same size depends exponentially on the threshold voltage,
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VT. Figure 5-17 conceptually shows the impact of different relative strengths in the
transistors. It shows the load line analysis for 116 and 145 during a write access,
assuming that both transistors have VGS= VDD. If, as in Figure 5-17(a), the pMOS
current is significantly higher, then node QB will not pull to '0', and we cannot write
the cell. In Figure 5-17(b) and (c), where the nMOS is strong relative to the pIOS,
we can ensure that the internal node gets pulled to '0' for a successful write operation.
The main problem in sub-threshold is that any of these scenarios shown in Figure
5-17 can occur even in the same process. Even if the pMOS and nMOS currents are
well-balanced at the TT corner, process variation can easily create a relative difference
in pMOS and nMOS current of an order of magnitude or more. Furthermore, local
variations in the VT of transistors from cell to cell can aggravate this problem. As
we described in an earlier chapter, sizing alone is not a strong knob for fixing this
problem because only unreasonable sizing ratios could account for the wide ranges of
possible current that arise due to VT mismatch.
In the 65nm process for which we are designing, the pMOS mobility makes it
weaker than an iso-sized nMOS at nominal VDD, but the pMOS relationship to the
nMOS in sub-threshold is more nearly that of Figure 5-17(a). This makes write
functionality more challenging. Figure 5-18 shows the write margin of a 6T bitcell
versus temperature and process corner. Again, negative SNM corresponds to correct
write functionality. At VDD = 300mV in Figure 5-18(a), the standard method of
writing fails for large regions of process corner and temperature. The general trend
showing an improvement of write operation (i.e. more negative write margin) at
higher temperature occurs because the pMOS transistors weaken relative to nMOS
as temperature rises. Thus, the access transistors become more capable of overcoming
the pMOS that holds a '1' inside the bitcell. As supply voltage increases, the write
margin improves. Figure 5-18(b) shows the write margin at 0.6V. This voltage is well
above the VT of both types of transistor, and the pMOS has weakened relative to the
nMOS because the mobility starts to dominate the differences in VT. Even at 0.6V,
the write margin is barely negative for the worst-case corner, and this plot does not
account for local VT variation. For these reasons, VDD=0. 6 V is the best case voltage
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Figure 5-19: Schematic showing the simulation set-up for finding steady-state behav-
ior for the worst-case scenario for bitline leakage. For X cells on a bitline, X - 1
cells hold the complement of the value in the accessed cell, maximizing leakage in
opposition of the desired read.
5.2.2 Read Operation
As described in Section 5.1.4, bitline leakage is a significant problem for DSM SRAM.
Despite various techniques to minimize leakage into unaccessed cells, technology scal-
ing leads to progressively shorter bitlines that have been segmented to reduce bitline
leakage [97]. This section examines the impact of bitline leakage on read operation
in the sub-threshold region for a 65nm technology.
Figure 5-19 shows the simulation set-up for examining the steady-state behavior
for the worst-case bitline leakage. After the read access reaches steady state, the
on-current of the access transistors for the addressed bitcell drives the bitlines. The
leakage current of the remaining X - 1 bitcells opposes the accessed cell. The dc
voltage on the bitlines shows the steady-state impact of bitline leakage for X cells on
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a bitline.
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Figure 5-20: Simulation of scenario in Figure 5-19 showing steady-state bitline volt-
ages. Bitline leakage severely limits the number of cells that can share a bitline.
Figure 5-20 plots the results of a simulation using the set-up from Figure 5-19
for the 6T bitcell in 65nm CMOS at VDD = 300mV. The bitline that should be
'1' droops significantly because of bitline leakage into the other cells. This figure
shows the WW corner which shows the worst-case, but the other corners do not give
significant improvement. The droop gets worse at higher temperature because the
pMOS transistors weaken relative to nMOS as temperature increases, strengthening
the bitline leakage. The plot shows the switching threshold, VM, of an inverter that
can serve as a simple sense amplifier to detect the full-swing output of this bitcell.
Clearly, a 6T SRAM using this inverter for sensing is limited to 16 bitcells on a bitline
at best. Even more complicated sense amplifiers face the challenge of operating on a
small bitline differential that develops slowly because of leakage.
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The other, more fundamental problem for 6T bitcells in sub-threshold is degraded
Read SNM. The next section deals with SNM in greater detail.
5.3 Static Noise Margin
This section evaluates the Static Noise Margin (SNM) of 6T SRAM bitcells operating
in sub-threshold. We analyze the dependence of SNM during both hold and read
modes on supply voltage, temperature, transistor sizes, local transistor mismatch
due to random doping variation, and global process variation in a commercial 65nm
technology. We analyze the statistical distribution of SNM with process variation
and provide a model for the tail of the Probability Density Function (PDF) that
dominates SNM failures.
The minimum voltage for retaining bistability was theorized in [46] and modeled
for SRAM in [96], but degraded SNM can limit voltage scaling for SRAM designs
above this minimum voltage. SNM quantifies the amount of voltage noise required
at the internal nodes of a bitcell to flip the cell's contents.
An expression for above-threshold SNM based on long-channel models is given
in [6], and [139] models above-threshold SNM for modern processes with process
variation. This section builds on previous work by examining SNM for sub-threshold
SRAM [140].
5.3.1 Modeling Sub-threshold Static Noise Margin
As we discussed in Chapter 2, lowering VDD reduces gate current much more rapidly
than sub-threshold current, so total current in the sub-threshold region can be mod-
eled to first order as in (5.1).
ID = exp VGS -VT exp VDS (5.1)
nVth 1 Vth
The sub-threshold factor n= 1 + Cd,/C., Vth = kT/q, and Is is the current
when V1 cs equals VT. For simplicity, we treat pMOS parameters as positive values.
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For the 65nm technology used in this section, the nMOS drive current is higher in
above-threshold than the pMOS for iso-width, but the pMOS current is higher in
sub-threshold. During hold mode, WL = 0 so M 2 and A45 (refer to Figure 5-1)
have VGS < 0 and thus negligible current. We can model the cell VTCs (VO1 T
ffvTc(VIN)) as those of a simple inverter in sub-threshold.
VQB h T13(In Is3 + In (I - exp((-VDD + VQ)/Vth)
UI + n3 Isi 1 - exp(-V/Vh) (5.2)
+ PT1VDD + n i n 3  VT1 VT3
1i + n3 ni + n3 ni na3)
Referring to Figure 5-4, equation (5.2) [46] gives the inverse VTC for inverter 1
(VIN cOUT)). The inverse of (5.2) is given in [67] for matched pMOS and
nMOS (same n, Vr,Is). We give a full solution for VOUT = fVTC(VIN) for inverter 2
in (5.3).
I - G + (G - I1)2+ 4 exp (--DD )G
VQB = VDD + V In 2(5.3)
714n6 Vth Is4 n6 Vth 1 T4 VT6GC=exp 72 2 Q1 - VD-Vt In~4 (5.4)
Figure 5-21(a) plots (5.2) and (5.3) against simulation curves for no local mismatch
and for lu VT mismatch in A1 6 . The steeper slope of the VTC transition for the model
results from not modeling the DIBL effect.
During a read access, VL= VDD and the bitlines are precharged to VDD SO, if
VQ = 0 prior to access, M 1 and M 2 are both on. This creates a voltage division that
raises the voltage at Q. Assuming pMOS current is negligible in the region of interest,
(5.5) shows the inverse VTC equation during a read operation near the SNM [8] for
inverter 1.
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Figure 5-21: First-order VTC equations versus simulation for hold (a) and for read
(b). Line A is (5.2), line B is (5.3), line C is a piecewise combination of (5.5) and
(5.2), and line D is a piecewise combination of (5.3) and the graphical inverse of (5.5).
VQB =niVth In IS2 (1 - exp((-VDD + VQ)/Vth)
V~n n1Vi in+ li1Vn ln
Isi 1 - exp(-VQ/Vth) (5.5)
n
VT + - (VDD - VT2 - VQ)
n2
This equation cannot be inverted analytically, and it applies only to the region
of the VTC where VOUT is low. Figure 5-21(b) shows (5.5) and its graphical inverse
combined piecewise with (5.2) and (5.3) and plotted against simulation for no local
mismatch and for l- VT mismatch in M for minimum device sizes at 25 0 C.
Graphical or numerical solutions for SNM are easily derived from the VTC equa-
tions, although no direct analytical solution exists. The equations provide a good
estimate of the behavior of the SNM based on key parameters. One shortcoming of
(5.2)-(5.5) is the assumption that sub-threshold slope (S = nVh ln 10) is constant
for each transistor. Figure 5-22(a) shows that S varies with VGS, and Figure 5-22(b)
shows S changing with temperature without the expected constant slope due to Vth.
A more crucial problem with (5.2)-(5.5) is the assumption that certain currents are
negligible. These assumptions break down under certain combinations of VT variation,
rendering the first-order equations inaccurate.
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Figure 5-22: Changes in sub-threshold slope (S) versus VGS (a) and temperature (b).
5.3.2 Sub-threshold SNM Dependencies
With embedded SRAM often providing multiple megabits of storage, the SNM of the
nominal bitcell becomes largely irrelevant. Variations in processing and in the chip's
environment create a distribution of SNM across the bitcells in a given memory, and
the worst-case tail of this distribution determines the yield. This section examines
the impact of different parameters on SNM in sub-threshold and offers a model for
estimating the tail of the SNM density function for process variation.
SNM for a bitcell with ideal VTCs is still limited to VDD/2 because of the two
sides of the butterfly curve. An upper limit on the change in SNM with VDD is thus
1. Figure 5-23 shows example butterfly curves at different supply voltages from 1.2V
to 200mV for both hold (a) and read (b). Figure 5-24 plots SNM versus VDD directly
for both hold and read mode. The slopes of the curves confirm that less than 1 of2
VDD noise will translate into SNM changes.
The impact of temperature on SNM in sub-threshold is not too significant because
the ratio of nMOS and pMOS current does not change widely. Figure 5-25 shows SNM
versus temperature in sub-threshold and again for strong inversion. The sensitivity
in sub-threshold is lower, and varying temperature from -40 0 C to 125'C only alters
Read and Hold SNM by 21mV and 6mV, respectively. Higher temperatures lower
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Figure 5-23: VTCs for Hold (a) and Read (b) with varying VDD-
SNM in sub-threshold due to the degraded gain in the inverters that results from
worse sub-threshold slope (see Figure 5-22(b)). Also, pMOS devices weaken relative
to nMOS at higher temperature. Figure 5-26 provides example butterfly plots for
0"C and 100'C.
In contrast to above-threshold [141], Figure 5-27 shows that cell ratio ( )(
or (i)4/(i)) has very little impact on SNM during sub-threshold read. In fact,
sub-threshold SNM sensitivity to any sizing changes is reduced. The lower impact
0 0.2 0.4 0.6
V DD (V)
0.8 1 1.2
Figure 5-24: SNM versus VDD
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Figure 5-25: SNM versus temperature.
of sizing is intuitively reasonable considering the exponential dependence of sub-
threshold current on other parameters. Mathematically, we can see from (5.2)-(5.5)
that sizing changes affect Isi linearly and only have a logarithmic impact on the
VTCs. One point of caution here is that VT for deep submicron devices tends to vary
with size as a result of narrow or short channel effects. The impact of this VT change
1
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1
Figure 5-26: VTCs during a read access across temperature.
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that might accompany a sizing change is more pronounced. These effects depend on
the technology and make general SNM modeling more complicated.
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Figure 5-27: Cell ratio affects SNM less in sub-threshold
5.3.3 Dependence on Random Doping Variation
The randomness of the number of doping atoms and their placement in a MOSFET
channel causes random mismatch even in transistors with identical layout [142]. The
impact on threshold voltage, whose o- is proportional to (WL)--, is the worst for
minimum sized devices which are common in SRAM. Local variation is a huge prob-
lem for SRAM functionality, and it is the subject of many papers (e.g. [143][116]).
The exponential dependence of current on VT in sub-threshold operation makes this
random variation even more influential. Furthermore, the large number of bitcells in
many SRAMs makes the tails (5 - 6o) of the PDF more critical for modeling since
the extreme cases are the limiting factor for yield. Previous work has shown that
above-threshold SNM is nearly linear with VT, and modeling its slope as constant
allows an approximation of the joint PDF for SNM [139]. Likewise, the sensitivity of
above-threshold SNM to VT is linearized for each transistor in [144].
Figure 5-28 shows that, like in strong inversion, the sensitivity of S NM high (the
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Figure 5-28: Dependence of SNM high on single FETs is nearly linear.
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Figure 5-29: Dependence of SNM high on a single FET depends on other VTs in
sub-threshold (a), unlike for above-threshold (b).
upper-left box in Figure 5-7) is nearly linear with each individual VT. However, Figure
5-29(a) shows the relationship between SNM and VT4 for a few different values of the
other VTs. The obvious dependence of the slope on the other VTs prevents using a
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model of the form SNM = SNMO + E cj VT for sub-threshold SNM. The same is not
true of above-threshold, shown in Figure 5-29(b), for which a first order series model
works well [144][139].
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Figure 5-30: SNM high and low (not shown) for a minimum sized cell (a) and for
4*W*L (b) is normally distributed with random VT mismatch in all transistors.
Figure 5-30 shows the results of 5k-point Monte-Carlo (M-C) simulations with
random independent VT mismatch in all transistors. These histograms confirm that
sub-threshold SNM at the upper lobe of the butterfly curve (SNM high) is normally
distributed. The solid lines show a fitted Gaussian PDF, and the markers show
simulation results. Larger sizes for the bitcell clearly have the advertised effect of
lowering the variance of VT as seen in Figure 5-30(b). The SNM low PDFs are
essentially identically distributed. The scatter plot in Figure 5-31 shows that SNM
high and SNM low are correlated. The dependencies for mismatch in each single
transistor are overlaid in white for reference. The Hold SNM shows a saturation
effect along the upper edge. SNM high and SNM low are not independent because
any change to a VTC that increases the SNM at one side tends to decrease SNM at
the other side.
The actual SNM that matters for a bitcell is the minimum of SNM high and
SNM low. Thus, the random variable XSNM = min(XSNMhigh, XSNMlow). Order
statistics can provide us with the PDF for the minimum of n independent, identically
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Figure 5-31: Scatter plots for SNM high vs. SNM low with single FET dependencies
overlaid in white.
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Figure 5-32: Histogram of Read SNM Monte-Carlo simulation (circles) with normal
PDF (dash) and PDF based on (5.7) (solid) over-laid. The semilog plot (b) shows
that the PDF based on (5.7) matches the worst-case tail quite well.
distributed (iid) random variables, Xi. If f is the PDF, and F is the Cumulative
Distribution Function (CDF) for Xj, the PDF of the minimum of two iid variables is
given in (5.6).
f (min(X1,X 2))= 2fx (I - Fx) (5.6)
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Although SNM high and SNM low are normally distributed with approximately
the same mean and variance, we have previously shown that they are not independent.
However, we are less interested in modeling the entire PDF for SNM than we are in
modeling the worst-case tail. As previously stated, the tail toward lower SNM is the
limiting factor. Let us assume that they are jid. Then we can solve for the PDF as:
fSNM 2 fSNAJhigh(I - FSNMhigh) (5.7)
and the CDF is simply:
FSNM = 2 FSNMhigh - (FSNMhigh ) 2 (5.8)
1
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Figure 5-33: 50k-point Monte-Carlo simulation for SNM with 4*WL sized transistors.
Model based on 1k-point Monte-Carlo data matches the 50k-point model with < 3%
error.
Figure 5-32 shows the histogram for a 5k-point M-C simulation of Read SNM
plotted on linear axes (a) and semilog axes (b). Clearly, SNM is not normally dis-
tributed, and its mean is lower than the mean of SNM high and SNM low. Figure
5-32(b) shows that a Gaussian PDF does not match the worst-case tail on the left
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side of the PDF. On the other hand, the PDF based on (5.7) provides a good estimate
of the worst-case tail. The plot shows that the model does not fit the distribution
above the mean. This shortcoming results from the correlation between SNM high
and SNM low. Since these two random variables are not iid, we cannot claim that the
minimum model will always match the tail. However, we can show experimentally
that it does offer a good estimate. Thus, the model is a useful tool for evaluating SNM
under different design decisions and conditions. This PDF gives the powerful option
of estimating the SNM at the worst-case end of the PDF without using extremely
long M-C simulations until the design space is narrowed sufficiently.
Figure 5-33 shows several estimated PDFs using (5.7) that are based on data sets
of different lengths. These estimates are plotted over a 50k-point M-C simulation.
A 1000-point M-C simulation gives an estimate that overlays the estimate from the
50k-point case on the plot (< 3% error). Using this approach allows a, designer to
reliably estimate the tail of the SNM PDF for a large memory with relatively few
samples.
Thus far we have assumed that device mismatch occurs in transistors that start
off as typical for the process. In addition to the inter-die VT mismatch that we have
described is an intra-die process variation that sets the process corner (e.g. fast nMOS,
slow pMOS, etc.). Even with no local transistor variation, the global process corner
impacts the SNM. Figure 5-34 shows the SNM PDF for a minimum sized 6T biteell
from a M-C simulation of global process corner in which nine process parameters are
varied. Here again, the tail of the PDF is the limiting factor.
In a production framework, each die containing a given SRAM will have a global
process corner that affects SNM as in Figure 5-34. On top of this, mismatch in each
cell will result from random doping variation. Assuming that any die within 30- of
the mean is usable, we found the global process corner that gives an SNM yield with
the same probability as -3c- for both hold and read cases. Figure 5-35 shows that the
impact of mismatch at this 3o- process corner is essentially to shift the mean of the
PDF by the offset caused by global variation. This means that the models we have
presented remain valid for the case of combined global and local variation. Figure
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Figure 5-34: Monte-Carlo simulation showing global variation impact on SNM for a
minimum sized bitcell.
5-36 shows the semilog plot of the distributions to confirm this conclusion.
Static noise margin is a critical metric for SRAM bitcell stability. This section
has explored the impact of different parameters on SNM for SRAM bitcells in sub-
threshold. The dominant factor affecting sub-threshold circuits in general and SNM
specifically is VT mismatch due to random doping variation, and the critical region for
examination is the tail of the SNM PDF. We have shown that first-order theoretical
models for calculating SNM are accurate close to the nominal values of VT, but they
cannot accurately account for all of the mismatch cases. We have shown that SNM
high and SNM low are normally distributed with local VT variation and correlated.
Despite their correlation, we have shown that treating them as jid leads to a PDF for
SNM that gives an accurate model of the tail cases. This estimate is invaluable for
avoiding long Monte-Carlo simulations in the design of large SRAMs for sub-threshold
operation.
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Figure 5-35: SNM Monte-Carlo simulations for local mismatch on top of global vari-
ation.
5.3.4 Implications for Sub-threshold SRAM
As described in the preceeding section, the impact of local VT variation on Read
SNM imposes a serious limitation on SRAM VDD scaling. Increasing the sizes of
the transistors in the bitcell and/or raising VDD is necessary to achieve the desired
statistical yield. This problem suggests that changing the bitcell to eliminate the
Read SNM problem would allow lower VDD operation and thus decrease both total
energy and standby power.
Figure 5-37 shows the distribution of the Read and Hold SNMs for a 6T bitcell at
a 300mV supply voltage. The mean Read SNM is only slightly above half of the mean
Hold SNM, but, even worse, the deviation of the Read SNM is larger than for the
Hold SNM. For a multiple megabit memory, numerous cells will have Read SNM less
than zero based on this statistical analysis. From this figure, the mean of the Read
SNM at 500mV roughly equals the mean of the Hold SNM at 300mV. However, it is
unclear from this plot how the Hold SNM and Read SNM compare at the worst-case
tails.
Figure 5-38 shows the CDF functions derived from the distributions using (5.8).
These CDF curves show how Hold SNM compares to Read SNM. For 6o- probability,
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Figure 5-36: SNM Monte-Carlo simulations for local mismatch on top of global vari-
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Figure 5-37: Distribution of Hold SNM at 300mV compared with Read SNM distri-
butions at different voltages. Read SNM at 500mV has the same mean, but it has a
larger standard deviation.
the Hold SNM for a given VDD roughly equals the Read SNM for twice that VDD in
the range of interest for us. This means that a memory that avoids the Read SNM
problem can operate at roughly half of the VDD of a 6T memory with the same 6-
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Figure 5-38: CDFs of SNM distributions showing that avoiding the Read SNM allows
a reduction in VDD by - 0.5 for the same 6o- stability.
bitcell stability. The fact that by avoiding the limitation imposed by Read SNM we
can operate at lower voltages with the same cell stability is a key observation used in
the design of a sub-threshold bitcell.
5.4 A Sub-threshold Bit-cell Design
The previous sections in this chapter point to several advantages of an SRAM bitcell
that can operate into the sub-threshold region. Previously published works have
scaled SRAM VDD into the sub-threshold region during idle, but no SRAM actually
operates in this region. The 0.18pm memory in [4] provides one exception. This
memory operates down to 180mV, deep into the sub-threshold region. In structure,
it resembles a register file more nearly than a standard 6T SRAM. The bitcell itself
looks like a latch with a tristate driver for writing into the cell and a tristate inverter
replacing a standard inverter in the cross-coupled inverter pair so that it can cut off the
feedback during write. For read, the outputs of a pair of cells are multiplexed together,
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and these outputs are successively multiplexed until the addressed word is selected.
These muxes correspond to a bitline shared by only two bitcells. Accounting for the
multiplexors required to read, the equivalent bitcell size is 18 transistors. Despite its
large size, this sub-threshold SRAM benefits from the robustness of full-swing read
and static, non-ratioed write operations.
Taking this previous implementation [4] as a datapoint in the set of possible
bitcells, we can set up a range of bitcell options. At one end of the range, the 6T
bitcell cannot operate below 600-700mV in 65nm. At the other end of the spectrum,
an 18T bitcell will function robustly in sub-threshold since it looks and functions
very much like combinational logic. Along the range in between these two options are
many possible bitcell designs that address the obstacles to sub-threshold operation
by increasing the number of transistors relative to the 6T cell. The bitcell that this
section describes was selected from among many others because it represents the best
trade-off of functionality and area. In other words, it is the smallest bitcell from those
examined that provides robust sub-threshold functionality.
Before describing the sub-threshold bitcell, we will briefly review the key prob-
lems facing the 6T cell for sub-threshold operation. First, the mismatch of current
in sub-threshold prevents the standard write operation from overpowering the cell's
feedback. In this technology, the standard write approach cannot function robustly
below 600mV (see Section 5.2.1). Secondly, the Read SNM depends strongly on local
variation in the bitcell. Large memories cannot hope to function below 600-700mV
without a significant number of statistical failures during read access (see Section
5.3). Finally, even if Read SNM was not a problem, bitline leakage severely hampers
the read operation and limits the number of cells shared on a bitline to at most 16
(see Section 5.2.2).
Figure 5-39 shows the schematic of a lOT bitcell that addresses these problems and
provides sub-threshold functionality. Transistors I1 through A16 are identical to a 6T
bitcell except that the source of A1 3 and A/ 6 tie to a virtual supply voltage rail, VVDD-
Write access to the bitcell occurs through the write access transistors, M2 and Ml,
from the write bitlines, BL and BLB. Transistors A17 through A110 implement a buffer
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Figure 5-39: Schematic of the lOT sub-threshold bitcell.
used for reading. Read access is single-ended and occurs on a separate bitline, RBL,
which is precharged prior to read access. The wordline for read also is distinct from
the write wordline. One key advantage to separating the read and write wordlines
and bitlines is that a memory using this bitcell can have distinct read and write
ports. Since a 6T bitcell does not have this feature, the lOT bitcell is in some ways
more fairly compared to an 8T dual-port bitcell (6T bitcell with two pairs of access
transistors and bitlines). The remainder of this section describes the operation of this
bitcell in detail.
5.4.1 Enabling Sub-threshold Read
The lOT bitcell in Figure 5-39 uses transistors M 7-MIo to remove the problem of
Read SNM by buffering the stored data during a read access. When the read wordline
(RWL) goes high, the pre-charged read bitline (RBL) causes a voltage divider across
M 7 , M8, and Mi0 , but this increase in voltage at QBB does not impact the stored data
at Q and QB. Thus, the worst-case SNM for this bitcell is the Hold SNM related to
M 1 -M 6 , which is the same as the 6T Hold SNM for same-sized M 1 -M6 . As described
in Section 5.3.4, eliminating the Read SNM problem allows this bitcell to operate
at half of the VJ9_ of a 6T cell while retaining the same 6(7 stability. A different
approach for elinitinatng the Read SNM in [145] uses a 7T cell to prevent the higher
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voltage at the internal node from propagating to the other back-to-back inverter.
This approach works well for strong-inversion operation, but it requires the bitcell
to hold its data dynamically during read accesses. This approach will not work in
sub-threshold because the dynamic data is susceptible to leaking away during the
long access times.
The extra FETs in the lOT bitcell increase area by ~ 66% (based on layout) and
also consume leakage power relative to a 6T bitcell. It is interesting to note that a
9T bitcell, identical to the bitcell in Figure 5-39 but without M 10 , would eliminate
the Read SNM problem while using less area than the 10T cell. M10 is valuable to
the bitcell because it reduces leakage current and it allows more bitcells to share a
bitline.
RBL=1 RBL=1
QBB held RW RW
near 1 by
leakage M QBB=1 M9
8 8
QB=1 - QB=O
leakage
M7 7 reduced
by stack
(a) (b)
Figure 5-40: Schematic of read buffer from lOT bitcell for both data values. In both
cases, leakage is reduced to the bitline and through the inverter relative to the case
where M 10 is excluded.
Figure 5-40 shows the read buffer from the 10T bitcell for Q=O (a) and Q=1 (b).
When Q=O and QB=1 (Figure 5-40(a)), Mio adds an off device in series with the
leakage path through M8 and the path through Mg, decreasing the leakage through
those transistors. Furthermore, since the pMOS in this 65nm technology generally has
higher leakage than the nMOS, the leakage in Ml19 tends to hold node QBB near VDD
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(see Figure 5-41), further limiting the leakage through AMI8 to the bitline by making its
VGS negative. Even if QBB floats above 0 by only a small amount, the negative VGS
in M 8 reduces bitline leakage exponentially. When Q=1 and QB=0 (Figure 5-40(b)),
M10 creates a stack of off nMOS transistors, reducing leakage through M 7 by the
stack effect. Since node QBB is held solidly at VDD, M 8 has VDS = 0, so bitline
leakage is negligible. In both cases, M10 reduces the leakage relative to the 9T case.
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Figure 5-41: Simulation of voltage at node QBB in unaccessed lOT bitcells versus
temperature and process corner. Strong pMOS leakage holds QBB near VDD except
at the SW corner. Even at SW, QBB is higher than it is for the 6T cell, lowering
bitline leakage.
Figure 5-42 shows the relative leakage of the different bitcells under consideration.
At 0.3V and nominal conditions, the 9T bitcell has 50% leakage overhead relative to
the 6T bitcell. The lOT bitcell reduces this overhead to 16%. It is important to
recall that while the 6T bitcell can hold data at this low voltage, it cannot function
properly for either read or write accesses. Since a 6T bitcell at 600mV has the same
6a- stability as a 10T bitcell at 300mV, this overhead in leakage current is more than
compensated by decreasing VDD by 300mV relative to the 6T bitcell. In simulation,
the lOT bitcell at 300mV consumes 2.25X less leakage power than the 6T bitcell at
0.6V (1.75X less relative to 0.5V).
The reduction in sub-threshold leakage through M8 reduces the impact of leakage
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Figure 5-42: Relative leakage of bitcells. The lOT bitcell imposes 16% overhead
leakage at 300mV, but the 6T bitcell cannot function at that voltage (it can only
hold data). The lOT cell saves 2.25X leakage power relative to the 6T at 0.6V.
from unaccessed cells and gives the additional advantage of allowing more cells on a
bitline during read. As described in Section 5.2.2, bitline leakage creates real problems
for SRAMs in terms of leakage power and functionality during a read access. Leakage
from the bitline into the unaccessed bitcells causes undesirable voltage changes on the
bitlines. Specifically, the bitline that should remain at its precharged value of VDD
will droop. For differential sensing, this droop creates an effective voltage offset that
the accessed cell must overcome before activating the sense amplifier, which results in
longer read access times. For single ended read access like that used with the lOT cell,
the steady-state voltage values for a '1' and '0' become more difficult to distinguish.
Figure 5-43 shows the simulation set-up for examining the dc bitline voltages. This
simulation represents the worst-case because all of the unaccessed bitcells store the
complement of the data in the addressed cell. Thus, the leakage through Mattack
counteracts the drive current of Mceii in the figure. The same set-up can be used to
examine either lOT or 6T bitcells by using the appropriate sub-circuit in block (A).
A 9T bitcell (the 10T cell without M10 ) will look basically identical to the 6T for this
experiment.
Figure 5-44 shows the impact of bitline leakage on the steady-state voltages while
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Figure 5-43: Schematic showing the simulation set-up for estimating the worst-case
steady-state bitline voltages when expecting a '0' or '1'. The same setup works for
both lOT and 6T depending on which cell (A) is used for the simulation.
reading a '1' (solid lines) or '0' (dotted lines). For the same number of cells on
a BL, the lOT bitcell (circles) shows larger bitline separation than the 6T (or 9T)
bitcells (squares). This figure suggests that 'sensing' with an inverter (whose switching
threshold, V,1, is shown) should work well from 0"C to 1000 C even with 256 cells on
a bitline for the lOT cell. In contrast, as previously discussed in Section 5.2.2, the
6T cell (or 9T bitcell) would allow at most 16 bitcells on a bitline. The bitline
that should be '1' stays very close to VDI) at high temperatures and then begins to
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Figure 5-44: Simulation of scenario in Figure 5-43 showing steady-state bitline volt-
ages. The 10T bitcell exhibits much better steady-state bitline separation than the
6T cell. The WW corner is shown at 300mV.
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Figure 5-45: Plot showing relative currents at steady-state in the worst-case for bitline
leakage for the lOT cell (transistors in Figure 5-43) at the WW corner.
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droop at lower temperatures. Figure 5-45 gives a hint as to why this occurs. Mio
inside the unaccessed lOT bitcells is so successful at reducing sub-threshold current
through the access transistors that the sub-threshold current actually drops below
the gate leakage (which is fairly constant with temperature). At higher temperatures,
the leakage through the pMOS precharge device, Mprechargc in Figure 5-43, exceeds
the gate leakage into the unaccessed cells (Mattack in Figure 5-43) and holds the
bitline close to VDD. As temperature decreases, the sub-threshold leakage through
Mprecharge drops faster than the sum of gate leakage into Mattack until the accessed
cell begins to take over. At this point, the bitline voltage has to droop in order for
Mceii and Mprecharge to supply the current that flows into Mattack. If gate leakage was
lower (perhaps in the case of high-K dielectrics), then sub-threshold leakage into the
unaccessed cells is reduced sufficiently such that the bitline will stay very close to
VDD-
Figure 5-46 shows the comparison of 10T and 6T steady-state bitline voltages at
the remaining process corners (SW in (a), TT corner in (b), WS corner in (c), and SS
corner in (d)). The only corner that differs noticeably from the WW corner in Figure
5-44 is the SW corner in Figure 5-46(a). The bitline leakage into the unaccessed
bitcells is not reduced by nearly as much at this process corner. Since the QBB node
in the lOT bitcell is held high by leakage current, its voltage value depends on the
relative leakage of the transistors inside the bitcell. As clear from Figure 5-41, the
stronger nMOS leakage at this corner keeps QBB closer to OV, allowing more sub-
threshold current to flow from the bitline. This increased bitline leakage degrades the
voltage at the bitline holding a '1', although the lOT cell still has more than double
the dc bitline separation of the 6T cell at higher temperatures. Figure 5-46 makes it
clear that the lOT bitcell allows a much higher number of bitcells on the bitline than
the 6T bitcell across all of the process corners.
5.4.2 Enabling Sub-threshold Write
Write functionality offers the second primary obstacle to sub-threshold SRAM. In this
65nim technology, a GT bitcell cannot write in the traditional fashion below around
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the inability of the write driver and nMOS access transistor to win the ratioed fight
against the pMOS inside the bitcell and to write a '0'. Section 5.1.3 described previous
works that use a virtual supply rail that floats during a write access. Although those
works applied this approach primarily for increasing speed, the method itself addresses
the problem that sub-threshold bitcells face.
Since the pMOS devices in the lOT bitcell are the problem, our approach uses a
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Figure 5-47: Schematic of write architecture for a, single row using a floating power
supply (VVDD). The row is 'folded' in layout so that its cells share n-wells, and the
entire row is written at once.
Figure 5-48: Timing diagram for write operation. When VDDon goes low while WLwR
remains asserted, the cell's feedback restores full voltage levels for the new values of
Q and QB (point (a)).
virtual power supply rail rather than a virtual ground rail. Figure 5-47 shows the
simple schematic for a single row using this approach. A single power-supply-gating
header switch connects node VVDD to the true power rail. When the bitcell holds its
data or during read accesses, VDDO, = 0 so that VVDD = VDD. During a write access,
the virtual rail floats.
Figure 5-48 shows the timing associated with a write access using this scheme.
First, the 'write' signal goes high to indicate that a write access will occur, and the
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bitlines (BL and BLB in Figure 5-47) are driven with the new data. Next, the decoders
drive a global wordline (not shown) which eventually causes the local write wordline
(WLWR) to go high. Triggered by the local wordline, the VDDOn signal goes high,
allowing node VVDD to float. As the write access transistors discharge the virtual
rail, its voltage droops, and Q and QB change to their new values. While VVDD
continues to float, denoted by the 'floating' label on the timing diagram, the logical
'1' inside the cell tracks its drooping voltage value. When VDDOn goes low again while
the local wordline remains high, it reconnects the virtual rail to the full supply. The
feedback inside the bitcell then holds the Q and QB nodes at their correct logical
values and amplifies the '1, to full VDD. This occurs at point (a) in Figure 5-48.
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Figure 5-49: Write margin (write SNM) versus temperature at 0.3V for lOT bitcell
with floating VVDD supply. Negative margin for all corners, signifying successful
write operation.
Some previous works implement a floating rail in the column-wise direction. The
risk of the column-wise approach is that any droop that occurs on VVDD during a
write operation will impact other unaccessed bitcells that are holding their data. For
sub-threshold operation, the lack of voltage headroom increases the risk of losing
data in those cells by decreasing their Hold SNM. For this reason, we implement the
virtual rail along a row of the memory, as Figure 5-47 shows. For the implementation
on the test chip, a conceptual row is folded as shown in the figure so that its bitcells
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can share n-wells, and the entire row is written at once.
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Figure 5-50: VTCs showing write SNM with and without using a virtual power rail
(VVDD) at VDD = 300mV. Normal write fails even under normal conditions of process
corner and temperature, but the virtual rail approach works even in the worst-case
as shown by significant negative noise margin.
The plot in Figure 5-49 shows the write margin for the virtual VDD approach
across temperature and process corner at VDD = 300mV. The write margin remains
negative across all of these ranges, indicating a successful write. The worst-case write
margin occurs at the WS corner and high temperature. Figure 5-50 overlays the
VTCs at this worst-case point on the VTCs for a 'normal' 6T bitcell during write at
the worst-case and typical corners. In both cases, the write fails for the 6T bitcell
as evidenced by continued bistability in the cell. The VTCs for the lOT bitcell using
the virtual rail approach show clear mono-stability. For the lOT cell in this example,
a '0' is written to node Q, and '1' is written to node QB. The logical '1' is degraded
below VDD because of the droop on the VVDD node. As illustrated in Figure 5-48,
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this voltage will recover to full VDD when VDDOn goes low again and the wordline
stays asserted. The plot shows that, even for the worst-case, this method provides
ample negative noise margin for ensuring a write.
Since the 10T bitcell shows the ability to solve both the read and write problems
for sub-threshold operation, we chose it as the bitcell for a test chip in 65nm bulk
CMOS.
5.5 65nm Sub-threshold SRAM Test Chip
This section describes the test chip that uses the 10T bitcell to enable sub-threshold
operation.
5.5.1 Test Chip Architecture
A 256kb 65nm bulk CMOS test chip uses the 10T bitcell and the architecture shown
in Figure 5-51. The memory is divided into eight 32-kb blocks. Each block con-
tains an array of 256 rows and 128 columns of 10T bitcells. A single 128-bit Data
Input/Output (DIO) bus serves all eight blocks. In this initial instantiation of the
sub-threshold memory, only one read or write can occur per cycle. As mentioned
previously, however, the 10T bitcell can accommodate both a read and write access
to the same block in a single cycle. Such a dual-port instantiation of the memory
would require a second DIO bus and additional peripheral logic. The decoder in this
memory uses the top three address bits to determine the block and generates a block
select signal (BKsel) to enable certain local features within the selected block. The
remaining eight address bits select the correct row inside the block. The decoder de-
codes these eight bits and asserts a global wordline. The global wordline then asserts
a local wordline inside the selected block. The local wordline then combines with
the local write signal to assert either WLRD or WLWR. For a write access, local
logic turns off Mp(r) to the accessed row as described in Section 5.4.2. The write
drivers consist simply of inverters with transmission gates. Although unnecessary for
functionality in this design, the transmission gates turn off when the memory is not
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Figure 5-51: Architecture diagram of the 256kb memory on the test chip using lOT
sub-threshold bitcells.
writing to minimize leakage on the write bitlines (BL and BLB). The power supply to
the WL drivers is routed separately to allow a boosted WL voltage. This technique
improves the access speed and increases the robustness to local variations. The read
bitline (RBL) is precharged prior to read access, and its steady-state value is 'sensed'
using a simple inverter, IRD c), as discussed in Section 5.4.1. Tristate buffers prevent
the output of the blocks from driving the DIO bus at the incorrect times. Column and
row redundancy is a ubiquitous technique in commercial memories used to improve
yield. For our analysis of the SRAM, we assume the availability of one redundant
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The primary goals for this test chip were to test the functionality of the lOT
bitcell in sub-threshold and to explore the limitations of the design. For this reason,
the peripheral circuits were designed to be as simple as possible. All of the peripherals
use static CMOS logic for simplicity and for functional robustness in sub-threshold.
The large block size was intentionally aggressive in order to expose limitations in the
bitcell and architecture. Integrating 256 bitcells on the bitline (as opposed to 16 for
6T) pushes the envelope for functionality.
The layout of the memory had to meet logic design rules. For this reason, even the
reference 6T bitcell layout is much larger than commercial 6T layouts for which the
design rules are relaxed. The lOT bitcell layout added almost exactly the expected
66% area overhead relative to our reference 6T design. The area penalty for the entire
array may not be so large, however. Since the lOT bitcell allows 256 bitcells on a
bitline, fewer copies of the column-wise peripherals are necessary than for the 6T cell
array, which can only accommodate 16 cells per bitline pair. As an example, the 8T
bitcell in [124] has 40% larger area than its 6T counterpart. However, by equalizing
bitline leakage (see Section 5.1.4), the bitcell allows 256 cells per bitline rather than
16. The total cache using the 8T bitcell in a 100nm technology ends up being smaller
than its 6T counterpart by 6% [124]. This example suggests that the total array area
penalty for the 10T cell is much less than 66%, since it gives a similar advantage in
bitline integration.
Table 5.3: 6T and lOT architecture comparison.
6T lOT
line number transistors number transistors
write WL 1 256 1 256
write BL 2 256 2 256
read WL 1 256 1 256
read BL 2 256 1 256
As we described in Section 5.4.2. we chose for this implementation to switch the
n-wells along a row along with VVDD. This approach made it easier to follow the
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design rules related to distance between well taps and avoided the need to route an
additional VDD rail. To make this approach work, each row is folded such that a pair
of 64-bit physical rows sharing n-wells and a VVDD rail makes up one conceptual
128-bit row (c.f. Figure 5-47). This folding increases the length of bitlines by roughly
2X and decreases the length of wordlines by roughly jX. Notice that this is not
fundamentally necessary for the write approach to work. The n-wells of two separate
rows can be shared and the VVDD for each row routed separately.
The impact of the lOT approach on the number of wordlines and bitlines used
during memory accesses is beneficial. Table 5.3 shows the comparison for a 6T mem-
ory that also has 256 rows and 128 columns (this could not actually function in
sub-threshold or even above threshold because of bitline leakage). The lOT approach
uses one less bitline, and the transistor load on any given wordline or bitline is the
same. As we mentioned previously, separate wordlines and bitlines for write and read
accesses allow simultaneous write and read accesses to the memory.
Figure 5-52 shows a layout shot and die photograph of the test chip. The die size
is 1.89mm by 1.12mm, and the chip is pin-limited. The 256kb array and a 32kb block
are highlighted for reference. Metal fill in all of the metal layers obscures the features
in the interior of the die photograph.
5.5.2 Measurements
Measurements of the SRAM test chip confirm that it is functional over a range of
voltages from 1.2V down into the sub-threshold region. With the assumption of
one redundant row and column per block, the memory operates correctly to below
400mV. Read operation works without error to 320mV and write operation works
without error to 38OmV at 27 0 C. We continued to push the supply voltage to even
lower values to examine the limits of the implementation. At the low supply voltage
of 300mV, the memory continues to function, but it does exhibit bit errors in ~ 1%
of its bits that result from sensitivities in the architecture to local device variation.
Figure 5-53 shows an oscilloscope plot of two data bits output from the memory
during read operations at 300mV. Later in this section, we discuss the specific causes
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of the bit errors, and Section 5.5.3 proposes improvements to the architecture that
will eliminate them. Although the bit errors indicate that the issue of memory yield
requires further attention, the test chip successfully demonstrates a functional sub-
threshold memory that overcomes the problems it was designed to face.
First, the bitcell removes the Read SNM problem. Measurements have confirmed
that the memory experiences zero destructive read errors at 300mV. Simulations show
that a 6T memory would experience a high rate of destructive read errors at 300mV
due to degraded Read SNM. Secondly, whereas a 6T memory would fail to write below
Figure 5-52: Annotated layout (a) and die photograph (b) of the 256kb sub-threshold
SRAM in 65nm. Die size is 1.89mm by 1.12mm.
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Figure 5-53: Oscilloscope waveform showing correct functionality at VDD = 300mV.
At this low voltage, a small fraction of bits have errors.
about 600mV, this memory writes correctly at 350mV at 85"C. Thirdly, a 6T memory
would experience problems reading with only 16 bitcells on a bitline. Measurements
show that the lOT memory reads correctly even with 256 bitcells on the bitline down
to 320mV. Finally, the memory shows good Hold SNM performance. The first bits
observed to fail to hold their data occur at VDD < 250mV. An analysis of the bit
errors at lower voltages indicates that changes to the periphery circuits of the array
should eliminate them.
Figure 5-54 shows the measured leakage power of the test chip at two different
temperatures. As expected, voltage scaling provides significant reduction in leakage
power. Figure 5-55 shows the relative savings in leakage power from VDD scaling.
The plot is normalized to operation at 0.6V for comparison to a theoretical minimum-
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Figure 5-54: Measured leakage power from the memory test chip.
voltage 6T memory. At 270C, the lOT memory saves 2.5X and 3.8X in leakage power
by scaling from O.6V to O.4V and O.3V, respectively. Leakage power decreases by
over 60X when VDD scales from 1.2V to O.3V. Voltage supply scaling also gives the
expected savings in active energy. Figure 5-56 shows the energy per read access versus
supply voltage based on the measured switched capacitance of the memory.
Read Bit Errors
As we described above, both read and write operations at low voltage expose bit
errors in a small fraction of the bits. The errors are deterministic in the sense that
they occur for the same set of bits in a repeatable fashion. The read bit errors are
all of the same nature. For certain bits at low voltage, a read access shows that the
bitcell holds a '0' when in fact it holds a '1'. This error is non-destructive, which
we show by raising the supply voltage and re-reading the cell. Invariably, this check
provides the correct value of '1'. Additionally, these bit errors tend to be gathered
along a small number of specific columns. We have shown that the error is a steady-
state problem by extending the read cycle time to well beyond any transients in the
read operation. Thus, the mechanism for error must explain why the memory cannot
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Figure 5-55: Relative leakage power savings at 27'C achieved by VDD scaling.
detect the stored '1' inside of the cell. No failures to read a '0' have been observed.
The fact that this error exists in a small fraction of cases indicates that it results
from local device variation, and we can isolate the problematic transistors. The fact
that the bits exhibiting problems cluster along specific columns indicates that varia-
tion in the sensing inverter, IRD in Figure 5-51, has shifted its switching threshold,
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Figure 5-56: i\Ieasured active energy per read access.
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V1j, towards VDD. Now, specific bitcells along this column that have read access tran-
sistors weakened by local variation cannot hold the read bitline above VM of inverter
IRD. Several experiments confirm that this is the mechanism for read failures. First,
we can independently lower the supply voltage of the sense inverters, IRD (c). This
lowers the VM for the inverters, and the measured bit error rate for read decreases.
Secondly, we can increase temperature. The plots in Figure 5-46 show that the bit-
line separation should improve at higher temperature. Measurements show the same
trend, although the improvement is not as dramatic as Figure 5-46 suggests it will
be. Finally, we can increase the voltage of the wordline drivers. The larger VGS for
the access transistors makes them stronger, pulling the transistors that weakened by
local variation back toward the mean. The result is that bit errors decrease rapidly
with increased wordline voltage.
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Figure 5-57: Measured percentage of bit errors for read versus VDD. Boosting the
WL voltage dramatically reduces these errors.
Figure 5-57 shows the measured percentage of bit errors during read access versus
supply voltage. The error rate without the wordline boosted by lO0mV also is shown.
Wordline boosting is common in DRAM and has been used in SRAMs to increase
access speed (e.g. t94]). It also serves well as a mechanism for increasing reliability in
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sub-threshold. In sub-threshold, the extra gate voltage (- 1OOmV) on the read access
transistors provides roughly one order of magnitude (due to the sub-threshold slope)
of extra current drive. As with above-threshold memories, this extra drive current
provides faster operation. It also makes the design more robust to mismatch.
By aggressively choosing a block having 256 rows on a single bitline, we pushed
the limits of read operation and exposed bit errors that result from local variation.
Boosting the wordline voltage offers one simple change that dramatically reduces
the error rate. In Section 5.5.3, we discuss changes to the design of the memory to
eliminate this type of read error. Even without changing the architecture, we can
combine boosted wordlines with column redundancy, which is a ubiquitous approach
to improving SRAM yield (e.g. [146]). Assuming only one redundant column per
block, this memory can read without error at 320mV.
Write Bit Errors
Write errors also occur at very low supply voltages. These errors appear as the failure
to write specific bitcells in a deterministic way. Bit errors are observed for writing
both data values. The write errors tend to aggregate in bits along specific rows. As
with the read errors, the small number of errors points to local device variation, and
the predominance of row-wise errors suggests that the failure mechanism involves the
row peripherals.
Referring back to Figure 5-51, write operation fails along specific rows whose
pull-up device, Mp, is strengthened by local variation. Thus, when Ml turns off
during a write access, it has stronger leakage that makes it harder for the bitcells
to increase the voltage droop on VVDD. Some of the bitcells can still switch under
these conditions, but the voltage on VVDD reaches a steady-state value that is high
enough to prevent some bitcells from overpowering the pMOS to write a '0' into the
memory. In these bitcells, local mismatch has made the internal pMOS relatively
stronger than the access transistor to the point that the write driver cannot flip the
cell at the steady-state VVDD voltage.
leasurements confirm that this is the case. First, for this 65nin process, pMOS
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leakage reduces relative to nMOS leakage as the temperature increases. Measurements
confirm that the lowest functional supply voltage decreases at higher temperature.
Since the leakage through M gets relatively weaker compared with the nMOS access
transistors, this confirms the mechanism for failure. More importantly, the write
errors decrease when the supply voltage to the wordline increases. As with read
accesses, the higher wordline voltage increases VGS for the write access transistors
and makes them more capable of producing voltage droop on VVDD-
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Figure 5-58: Measured percentage of bit errors for write versus VDD. Again, boosting
the WL voltage dramatically reduces these errors.
Figure 5-58 shows the percentage of bit errors measured during write both with
and without lOOmV of wordline boosting. Wordline boosting improves the bit error
rate significantly. Also, the errors occur along a small percentage of the overall rows
as shown. Assuming one redundant row per block, the memory can write without
error at 380mV at 27'C and 350mV at 85 0C.
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5.5.3 Proposed Improvements
The previous analysis of bit errors showed that the commonly used techniques of
wordline boosting and row/column redundancy go a long way towards removing bit
errors even at very low voltages. With only one redundant row and column per block
(< 1% redundancy) and 100mV wordline boosting, the memory functions to below
400mV. More redundancy can push this even lower. However, it is preferable to
correct the bit errors at a more fundamental level. The lOT bitcell itself works quite
well, and the observed problems with the test chip reside in the peripheral circuits.
Changing these circuits to make them more robust to local variation by design will
improve the yield for the sub-threshold memory.
Improving Read
The read bit errors come from the inability to sense the correct value when reading a
1'. The most obvious problem is using an inverter as an overly simple sense amplifier.
Some improvements are possible even if the inverter is retained as the sensing circuit.
The switching threshold of each column could be tuned on a column-by-column basis,
for example by adjusting the effective size of the either the nMOS or pMOS by using
different numbers of parallel devices. Other more complicated methods of biasing
could also be used. This type of local tuning is not at all uncommon in modern
processors. For example, local clock buffers are individually tuned to balance skew.
The better solution to improve the read reliability and robustness to local device
variation is to replace the inverter with a new sensing scheme. As the bitline sep-
aration plots have shown, VNJ of the sensing inverter lies too close to the logical '1'
value at some corners and temperatures. The literature is replete with a variety of
sensing architectures that can do a better job of distinguishing between '0' and 'I'.
Approaches to DRAM sensing that take an inherently single-ended bitcell and convert
to pseudo-differential sensing are quite applicable. Improving the sensing scheme is
the most promising approach to removing bit errors during read.
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Improving Write
The main problem with writing is that the voltage droop on VVDD does not develop
sufficiently for the weakest cells on the row to switch the cell data. The leakage
through the VVDD pull-up switch is too strong on some rows because of device vari-
ation. Several well-known methods are available that, when applied to Mp, could
remedy this issue. For example, implementing M as a stack of multiple series tran-
sistors will lower its leakage current. Likewise, applying RBB directly to Mp has
the same effect. Since Mp is a pMOS, a triple well process is unnecessary. As we
described before it is not fundamentally necessary to tie the n-wells along a row to
VVDD. Instead, at the cost of routing a separate VDD to tap to the n-wells, the n-wells
of all rows can stay at VDD even during write access. Then, the row whose virtual
rail floats will experience RBB in its pMOS transistors. This allows the nMOS access
transistors to overpower the bitcell feedback in the presence of less voltage droop on
VVDD-
A better solution to the write issue that maintains the same basic architecture and
approach is to induce a specific voltage drop on VVDD intentionally. In the extreme,
replacing Mp with an inverter will drive VVDD all the way to OV. Then, as long as
the write wordline remains asserted, the bitcells will develop the correct internal data
when VVDD goes back high regardless of local variations. A disadvantage of this
extreme case is the energy penalty associated with discharging and re-powering the
VVDD rail and all of the bitcells in the row. An alternative is to mimic some of the
previous works from Section 5.1.3 and use a circuit (e.g. diode connected FET) to
force VVDD to some intermediate value that is low enough to ensure write but that
uses less energy.
5.6 Summary and Conclusions
In summary, sub-threshold SRAM provides the dual advantages of minimizing total
memory energy consumption and of providing compatability with minimum-energy
sub-threshold logic. Traditional 6T SRAM cannot function in sub-threshold because
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it fails to write below ~ 600CmV and because the Read SNM degrades badly at low
supply voltage. Furthermore, bitline leakage in 6T SRAI\Is limits the number of
bitcells on a bitline to around 16. A lOT bitcell solves these problems and provides
functionality into the sub-threshold region. The bitcell solves the write problem by
using a floating supply voltage that allows the write drivers to overcome the cell
feedback. A read buffer prevents read accesses from affecting the stored data and
thus removes the Read SNM problem. The read buffer uses a low-leakage design that
allows many more cells to use the same bitline relative to the 6T bitcell.
A 256kb 65nm bulk CMOS test chip uses the lOT bitcell and demonstrates sub-
threshold operation. The memory functions correctly down to 300mV, although bit
errors appear in around 1% of the bits at this low voltage. Although aggressive design
exposes the limitations of the architecture in terms of its robustness to local device
variation, the bit errors result primarily from problems in the peripheral circuits.
Measurements show that the bitcell fundamentally solves the Read SNM problem,
overcomes the write problem, and relaxes the bitline integration limitation. With one
redundant row and column per block and a boosted wordline, the memory functions
without error to below 400mV. At 400mV, it consumes 3.28mW and works up to
475kHz. No bit errors for holding data occur in the SRAM until VDD scales below
250mV.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
Theoretical treatment of sub-threshold operation for digital circuits prior to the work
presented in this thesis makes the case that sub-threshold circuits are valuable for
low energy scenarios. The FFT processor presented in [4] showed a full sub-threshold
digital system whose minimum energy point occurs in the sub-threshold region. This
result paves the way for more research into sub-threshold circuits with the eventual
goal of empowering designers to use sub-threshold circuits for low-energy designs.
This thesis contributes to achieving this goal in four key areas.
6.1 Summary of Contributions
Modeling and Characterization
" Analytical solution for the optimum VDD and VT to minimize energy for a given
frequency for arbitrary circuits in the sub-threshold region.
" Demonstrated and characterized minimum energy point dependencies on the
technology, the characteristics of the design, and on operating conditions such
as temperature, duty cycle, and workload.
" Simulations and measurements from a 0.18pm CMOS programmable FIR test
chip matched the model within a few percent.
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Sizing Analysis
* Mininmum sized devices are theoretically optimal for minimizing power.
" Linear impact of sizing on current makes it a less effective knob for compensating
for V, differences that have an exponential impact on current in sub-threshold.
" Measurements from a 0.18pm CMOS programmable FIR test chip confirm that
existing static CMOS standard cell libraries function well in sub-threshold.
* A standard cell library primarily using minimum-sized devices would theoreti-
cally minimize energy per operation.
Ultra-Dynamic Voltage Scaling
" Low overhead method of Local Voltage Dithering (LVD) for frequency and
voltage scaling across a large range while minimizing energy.
" Ultra-Dynamic Voltage Scaling (UDVS) combines LVD with sub-threshold op-
eration to offer frequency and voltage scaling across the full operational range
of a circuit with near-optimum energy consumption.
* A 90nmi CMOS test chip provides measurements for the analysis verifying the
energy savings achievable by LVD and UDVS.
* Data from the test chip shows that both the transition delay and the energy
overhead associated with LVD are relatively small.
" Using UDVS to scale to the optimum supply voltage reduces total energy con-
sumption by 9X.
Sub-threshold SRAM
e Sub-threshold SRAM provides the dual advantages of minimizing total memory
energy consumption and of providing compatability with minimum-energy sub-
threshold logic.
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" 6T SRAM bitcell and architecture cannot function below 0.6-0.7V due to fun-
damental problems with write failure and Read SNM.
" Bitline leakage in 6T SRAMs limits the number of bitcells on a bitline to around
16.
" A lOT bitcell designed to function in sub-threshold solves the write problem
and removes the Read SNM problem.
" Reduced bitline leakage allows many more bitcells on a bitline than 6T.
" A 256kb 65nm bulk CMOS test chip uses the lOT bitcell and demonstrates
sub-threshold operation.
" Assuming one redundant row and column per block, the memory functions
without error to below 400mV. At 400mV, it consumes 3.281pW and works up
to 475kHz.
" No bit errors for holding data occur in the SRAM until VDD scales below 250mV.
6.2 Conclusions and Open Problems
The work that this thesis describes advances the field of sub-threshold design. Results
in the areas of modeling, sizing, full-range voltage scaling, and memory provide meth-
ods for designers to integrate into complete sub-threshold systems. This section offers
the key lessons and conclusions from each of these areas and discusses opportunities
for future work.
The relatively simple model we present for analyzing the minimum energy point
demonstrates the predictable nature of the supply voltage that minimizes energy. De-
spite the changes of delay and leakage current of potentially orders of magnitude that
accompany changes in threshold voltage (i.e., from process variation or temperature
changes), the optimum voltage for minimizing energy does not vary as significantly.
The broad nature of the energy characteristic around the optimum point means that
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systems can be designed in an open loop fashion for near-optimal energy operation.
However, the actual optimum VDD solution for minimizing energy per operation can
change over several hundred millivolts when operating parameters vary. For energy-
critical systems, feedback based tracking of the optimum energy point can provide
minimum energy operation even in the face of run-time changes in the energy char-
acteristics.
In a system implementation, the dependence of delay on threshold voltage becomes
a more significant issue. In traditional synchronous systems, the clock period of the
entire system is set by the delay along the worst-case critical path. In a synchronous
sub-threshold system, delays may vary by orders of magnitude due to global process
corners and changes in temperature. Local process variation can also create more
than an order of magnitude delay difference along paths with identical layout on the
same die. Approaching this type of system with a "design for worst-case" mentality
can decrease the overall system speed and, as a result, increase the energy at the
minimum energy point. A key challenge for sub-threshold systems is to account for
variations in delay without incurring the unnecessary overhead of designing for the
worst-case. One approach to this problem is to use Globally Asynchronous, Locally
Synchronous (GALS) designs. Breaking the system into smaller synchronous blocks
lessens the impact of severe variation on the overall system.
Several open problems remain in the area of modeling the minimum energy point.
First, system-level design will benefit from hierarchical application of the minimum
energy point model. Different blocks in the system will exhibit different optimum
voltages. The best way of grouping these blocks and/or providing separate VDD
regions remains an open question. A key issue in solving this problem will be the
overhead required for different approaches. Perhaps the most significant circuit that
must be studied in the context of overhead is the dc/dc converter. Converter design
for strong-inversion designs with relatively large current requirements is a well-studied
field. Relatively few works examine high efficiency dc/dc converters for low current
loads and low voltages like those required for sub-threshold circuits.
One final open modeling problem involves increasing the accuracy of the mininmm
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energy model by including higher order effects. The model that we provide gives a
good estimate of the minimum energy point, but it depends on first order equations
and lumped modeling parameters. Improvements in the accuracy of the model may
be found by increasing its complexity. Likewise, making use of equations that span
both the strong inversion and sub-threshold regions (i.e., the EKV model) will make
the minimum energy model applicable to designs whose minimum energy points lie
at or above the transition point between these modes of operation. Since more leaky
technologies will tend to have higher optimum voltages, this modification will be
necessary as scaling continues. Likewise, adapting the model to account for statistical
variations at the global process level and the local transistor level will improve its
accuracy.
Statistical analysis is also necessary to improve upon the sizing methodology that
we produced. The sizing analysis in this thesis does not account for local transistor
variations. The presence of local VT variation will create functionality issues for digital
logic at low voltages. Larger transistors will make the circuits more robust to local
variations, but they will also increase both active and idle energy. The best sizing
methodology in the presence of these variations is an open problem. Likewise, local
variations will result in large distributions of delay through identically drawn gates
across the chip. Architectures designed to adapt to these variations and to recover
some of the speed lost by voltage scaling are important. Architectural advancements
can also account for variation-induced errors through error detection and correction
techniques. The key conclusion from sizing analysis in this thesis is that sizing is
not as powerful of a knob in sub-threshold, especially in circuits with ratioed fights
between currents. New circuits and architectures that can replace ratioed circuits are
necessary for enabling sub-threshold operation.
Another significant issue for sub-threshold operation is system verification. Using
SPICE for verifying large systems rapidly becomes infeasible when the number of
process corners, temperature corners, and voltage supply values increase. Advances
in CAD tools to account for this problem are necessary. These tools must also address
the statistical distributions of delay and power introduced by local variations.
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A UDVS proof-of-concept chip shows that UDVS is a strong candidate for tying
together sub-threshold operation and higher performance operation. Future work
related to UDVS should focus on syst em integration using this technique. Decisions
related to the best interfaces among blocks operating at different effective rates and
VDD values will impact the system energy and delay. Selecting the best bus protocols,
level converters, and dc/dc converters for a system remain open problems. Also,
theoretical work related to UDVS can investigate optimum scheduling and control at
the system level. The system-level analysis should consider all of the blocks and their
modes of operation all the way from full shutdown to full speed active mode.
Sub-threshold memory design is fraught with challenges. The standard 6T SRAM
bitcell and architecture relies on ratioed circuits for writing and compounds the higher
leakage of DSM technologies by placing many leaking transistors in parallel. These
characteristics make standard memories very sensitive to changes in temperature and
variation in threshold voltages, and this sensitivity is amplified in the sub-threshold
region. As a result, sub-threshold and low voltage operation of SRAMs requires new
architectures and circuits that are more robust to variation. We have shown that
sub-threshold operation is possible for SRAM in 65nm using a modified bitcell. The
improvements in leakage power and active energy that result from this new cell show
the advantage of going to sub-threshold operation. Although minimizing the bitcell
size is a powerful motivation for SRAM, our analysis shows that larger bitcells can
produce valuable reductions in power and energy consumption. Also, by increasing
the overall array efficiency (i.e., by increasing the integration of cells on a bitline),
the total area penalty can be reduced.
Future investigation into sub-threshold SRAM can continue to explore new circuits
both at the biteell and architecture levels. These designs should exploit advancements
in technologies. For example, many DSM processes offer multiple oxide thicknesses
and threshold voltages. New bitcells can utilize the advantages of such flexibility to
improve operation at low voltage. Higher order concerns for sub-threshold memories,
such as SER, also require investigation.
The next generation of the SRAM presented in this thesis will use better sensing
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techniques and improved peripheral circuits for writing to improve the yield at ultra-
low voltages. Better data sensing can also speed up the read access delay. With minor
changes to the peripheral circuits to improve variation immunity, we expect that the
memory can function at even lower supply voltages without error.
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Appendix A
Acronyms
6T six transistor
10T ten transistor
AOI And/Or/Invert
BL bitline
BPTM Berkeley Predictive Technology Model
CDF Cumulative Distribution Function
CMOS Complementary MOSFET
COTS commercial, off-the-shelf
DIBL Drain-Induced Barrier Lowering
DIO Data Input/Output
DRAM Dynamic Random Access Memory
DSM Deep Sub-Micron
DVS Dynamic Voltage Scaling
eDRAM embedded DRAM
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EKV
EOFS
FBB
FET
FFT
FIR
FS
GALS
GIDL
IC
id
LFSR
LVD
M-C
MEMS
MOSFET
MTCMOS
nMOS
PDA
PDF
pMOS
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Enz, Krummenacher, and Vittoz
Environment Observation and Forecasting System
Forward Body Bias
Field Effect Transistor
Fast Fourier Transform
Finite Impulse Response
Fast nMOS, Slow pMOS
Globally Asynchronous, Locally Synchronous
Gate-Induced Drain Leakage
Integrated Circuit
independent, identically distributed
Linear Feedback Shift Register
Local Voltage Dithering
Monte-Carlo
micro electromechanical systems
Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor Field Effect Transistor
multi-threshold CMOS
n-type MOSFET
Personal Digital Assistant
Probability Density Function
p-type MOSFET
RBB Reverse Body Bias
RBL read bitline
RWL read wordline
SER Soft Error Rate
SF Slow nMOS, Fast pMOS
SHM Structural Health Monitoring
SNM Static Noise Margin
Sol Silicon on Insulator
SRAM Static Random Access Memory
SS Strong nMOS, Strong pMOS
STC stacked capacitor
SW Strong nMOS, Weak pMOS
TT Typical nMOS, Typical pMOS
UDVS Ultra-Dynamic Voltage Scaling
VCO voltage-controlled oscillator
VTC Voltage Transfer Characteristic
WINS Wireless Integrated Network Sensors
WL wordline
WS Weak nMOS, Strong pMOS
WW Weak nMOS, Weak pMOS
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Appendix B
Lambert W Function
Equation (B.1) shows the Lambert W Function.
W = lambertW(x) (B.1)
The Lambert W Function gives the solution to the equation:
W w x (B.2)
in the same way that W = In x is the solution to ew = x. Figure B-I shows
ew = x and its inverse, W = In x, for reference.
Figure B-2 plots equations (B.1) and (B.2). For real x > 0, (B.1) has exactly
one real solution. For real -e- 1 < x < 0, there are exactly two real solutions, called
branches. The upper branch increases monotonically in [-1, oc) for x E [-e-, oc),
and the lower branch decreases monotonically in [-1, -oc) for x E [-e 1 , 0) [147].
For the solution in Equation (2.10), the argument to lambertW is always negative,
so two real solutions exist subject to the constraint 3 > -e-1. The lower branch gives
the minimum energy solution, and the upper branch solution is the local maximum.
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Figure B-2: The Lambert W Function, W = lambertW(x), gives the solution to
WeW = x. This plot shows the inverse relationship between these two equations, and
it shows the upper and lower branch solutions for the Lambert W Function.
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